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EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED  

Luiza Sauma 

 

What would you leave behind for the 

chance to do something extraordinary? 

You wake up, you go to work. You don't go 

outside for twelve hours at a time. You have 

strategy meetings about how to use hashtags. 

After work you order expensive drink after 

expensive drink until you're so blackout drunk 

you can't remember the circumstances which 

have led you to waking up in bed with your 

colleague. The next day you stay in bed until the 

afternoon, scrolling through your social media feeds and wondering why 

everyone else seems to be achieving so much. Sometimes you don't get out of 

bed at all.  

Then you hear about Life on Nyx, a programme that allows 100 lucky winners 

the chance to escape it all, move to another planet and establish a new way of 

life. One with meaning and purpose. One without Instagram and online dating. 

There's one caveat: if you go, you can never come back.   

But you aren't worried about that.   

After all, what on Earth could there possibly be to miss? 

Luiza Sauma was born in Rio de Janeiro and raised in London. Her first novel, 

Flesh and Bone and Water, received widespread critical acclaim and was listed 

by the Telegraph as one of their 'ones to watch' for 2017. Luiza worked at the 

Independent on Sunday for several years before becoming a novelist. She has an 

MA in Creative and Life Writing from Goldsmiths, University of London, 

where she was awarded the Pat Kavanagh Award.
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THE RUNAWAYS  

Fatima Bhutto 

 

How far would you run to escape your 

life? 

Anita lives in Karachi's biggest slum. Her 

mother is a maalish wali, paid to massage the 

tired bones of rich women. But Anita's life will 

change forever when she meets her elderly 

neighbour, a man whose shelves of books 

promise an escape to a different world. 

On the other side of Karachi lives Monty, 

whose father owns half the city and expects great things of him. But when a 

beautiful and rebellious girl joins his school, Monty will find his life going in a 

very different direction.  

Sunny's father left India and went to England to give his son the opportunities 

he never had. Yet Sunny doesn't fit in anywhere. It's only when his charismatic 

cousin comes back into his life that he realises his life could hold more 

possibilities than he ever imagined.   

These three lives will cross in the desert, a place where life and death walk 

hand-in-hand, and where their closely guarded secrets will force them to make 

a terrible choice. 

Fatima Bhutto was born in Kabul, Afghanistan in 1982. She 

grew up in Syria and Pakistan. She is the author of four 

previous books, most recently the highly acclaimed The 

Shadow of the Crescent Moon which was longlisted in 2014 for 

the Bailey's Women's Prize for Fiction.
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BERLIN FINALE  

Heinz Rein 

 

One of the first bestsellers in Germany 

after the Second World War, Berlin Finale 

is a breathtaking, epic window into one of 

the most dramatic periods of upheaval in 

modern history 

April 1945, the last days of the Nazi regime. 

While bombs are falling on Berlin, the Gestapo 

are still searching for traitors, resistance fighters 

and deserters. People mistrust each other more 

than ever. Everyone could be a spy.  

In the midst of chaos, the young soldier Joachim Lassehn desperately wants to 

escape. Friedrich Wiegand, a trade unionist tortured in a concentration camp, 

tries to speed up the end of the war through sabotage. Doctor Walter 

Böttcher helps refugees to survive. And Oskar Klose's pub is the conspiratorial 

meeting point of a small resistance group that the SS is trying to trace. 

Weaving together their stories, Heinz Rein offers an unforgettable portrait of 

life in a city devastated by war. 

Unsettling, raw and cinematic, Berlin Finale was published in Germany in 1947. 

Newly translated eighty years later by Shaun Whiteside, it is ripe for 

rediscovery. 

Heinz Rein was an influential German novelist writing before and after the 

Second World War. He became a major figure in the 'rubble literature' period, 

and his famous novel Berlin Finale was one of the first bestsellers in the 

tumultuous German post-war period. He abandoned East Germany for the 

West in the 1950s. Shaun Whiteside has translated widely in both German and 

French, including Sybille Steinbacher's Auschwitz: A History and Norman Ohler’s 

Blitzed.
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THE TWO LIVES OF LYDIA BIRD  

Josie Silver 

 

Two loves. Two lives. One impossible 

choice 

Lydia & Freddie. Freddie & Lydia. They were 

together for almost a decade, and Lydia always 

thought their love was indestructible. But she 

was wrong. Because on her 27th birthday, 

Freddie died in a car accident. 

So now it's just Lydia, and all she wants to do is 

hide indoors and sob 'til her eyes fall out. But Lydia knows that Freddie would 

want her to live her life well. So, enlisting the help of his best friend and her 

sister Elle, she takes her first tentative steps into the world and starts to live - 

perhaps even to love - again. 

But then something inexplicable happens, which gives her another chance at a 

life with Freddie. A life where none of the tragic events of the past few months 

have happened, where she can be with him again. But what if there's someone 

in her new life who wants her to stay? 

Josie Silver is an unashamed romantic whose first novel, One Day in December, 

has just published and has already sold in 25 territories.  

 

‘One Day in December is the SWEETEST love story. It’s 

gorgeous, absolutely lovely. Readers are going to love it!’ 

Marian Keyes 

‘Charming, addictive, and effective. Readers who like quirky 

love stories will be satisfied by this cinematic novel.’ Publishers 

Weekly  
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THE ODD ONE OUT 

Rachel Marks 

 

Anger management is the last place 

you'd expect to find The One . . . A 

smart, gloriously feel-good debut 

for fans of David Nicholls and Jojo 

Moyes 

Meet Alfie. The world doesn't make a lot 

of sense to this six-year-old, and the only 

way he gets through the day is to know 

his routine to the letter. He doesn't understand why grown-ups ask him to 

wait 'just a minute' and then get cross when their minute is up. 

Meet Jake. His son doesn't make a lot of sense to him, or to anyone else, but 

he loves Alfie with a ferocity that scares him. The only way he gets through the 

day is to remind himself that while Alfie drives him crazy, it's worth it. Even 

though it's pushing his wife out the door and has landed him in anger 

management. 

Meet Emily. It doesn't make a lot of sense to her that she's been landed in 

anger management along with the insufferable but annoyingly attractive Jake, 

but then she's drawn the short straw all her life. And she soon figures out that 

Alfie needs her - and perhaps Jake does, too.  

Could these three unlikely people help each other make sense of the world? 

Rachel Marks studied English at Exeter University before becoming a primary 

school teacher. Her inspiration for her first book came from the challenges she 

faced with her eldest son, testing and fascinating in equal measure. It wasn't 

until she discovered Pathological Demand Avoidance, a poorly understood 

Autism Spectrum Disorder, that she could finally make sense of her son's 

behaviour, and the idea for her first novel fell into place.
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REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL 

Nina Stibbe 

 

The achingly funny new novel from the 

author of Man at the Helm  

In 1980 Lizzie Vogel is eighteen years old and is 

about to embark upon grown-up life as she moves 

from the sheltered village existence of her family 

home and out into the metropolis that is Leicester. 

There she takes up the pioneering position of 

dental nurse to a dentist with bad teeth and some 

deeply unpleasant attitudes, whose main ambition in life is to become a 

freemason. In her tiny flat above the dental practice, Lizzie reflects on all that 

she's learning in her new career: whether she'll have to hold her boss's 

cigarette while he smokes it, whether she wants a boyfriend and, if she does, 

whether it should be Andy Nicolello who delivers the patients' dentures; and if 

it is Andy Nicolello whether it's dangerous to allow him to become her 

mother's lodger.  

Slowly it dawns on Lizzie that the area in which she has most to learn is life: in 

taking those first wobbly steps to independence, in falling in love, in navigating 

the ups and downs of adulthood (and her mother's new career as a novelist) 

and, most importantly, in staying cheerful through it all. 

Nina Stibbe is the author of Love, Nina, which was shortlisted for the 

Waterstones Book of the Year Award and won Non-Fiction Book of the Year 

at the 2014 National Book Awards, and the massively acclaimed novel Man at 

the Helm, which was shortlisted for the Bollinger Everyman Wodehouse Prize 

for Comic Fiction, and Paradise 

Lodge.  

‘There's something irresistible 

about Nina's wide-eyed 

naughtiness’ – Spectator            
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THE MISSING SISTER  

Dinah Jefferies 

 

A stolen sister. A daughter determined 

to uncover the truth 

Belle Hatton has embarked upon an exciting 

new life far from home: a glamorous job as a 

nightclub singer in 1930s Burma, with a host of 

sophisticated new friends and admirers. But 

Belle is haunted by a mystery from her past - 

an old newspaper clipping found in her parents' 

belongings after their death, saying that the 

Hattons were leaving Rangoon after the 

disappearance of their baby daughter, Elvira.  

Belle is desperate to find out what happened to the sister she never knew she 

had - but when she starts asking questions, she is confronted with unsettling 

rumours, malicious gossip, and outright threats. Oliver, a ruggedly attractive 

American journalist, promises to help her, but an anonymous note tells her not 

to trust those closest to her...  

Belle survives riots, intruders, and bomb attacks - but nothing will stop her in 

her mission to uncover the truth. Can she trust her feelings for Oliver? Is her 

sister really dead? And could there be a chance Belle might find her? 

Dinah Jefferies is the author of four novels, The Separation, The Tea Planter's 

Wife - a No.1 Sunday Times bestseller - The Silk Merchant's Daughter and Before 

the Rains. Rights to her novels have sold in 25 territories.  
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SHE LIES IN WAIT 

Six Friends. One Killer. Who Do You 

Trust? 

Gytha Lodge 

 

Who killed Aurora Jackson? Jonah 

Sheens untangles a web of long-buried 

secrets in this outstanding debut thriller 

On a hot July night in 1983, six school friends 

go camping in the forest. Bright and brilliant, 

they are destined for great things, and young 

Aurora Jackson is dazzled to be allowed to tag 

along. 

Thirty years later, a body is discovered. DCI Sheens is called to the scene, but 

he already knows what's waiting for him: Aurora Jackson, found at long last. 

But that's not all. The friends have all maintained their innocence, but the body 

is found in a hideaway only the six of them knew about. It seems the killer has 

always lurked very close to home... 

Gytha Lodge is a writer and multi-award-winning playwright who lives in 

Cambridge. After studying creative writing at UEA, she was shortlisted for the 

Yeovil Literary Prize and the Arts' Council England fiction awards, and 

developed a large online following for her young adult and children's writing, 

with over five million reads accrued on platform Wattpad. She Lies in Wait is 

her debut novel.

‘A dark, deep, terrific thriller and a scorching portrait of friendship and its 

betrayal’ – Nicci French                                        

‘Most enjoyable - Gytha Lodge is a skilled storyteller and she weaves such an 

intricate plot. The book hooked me early on and kept me up way past my 

bedtime on several nights! All in all, a very satisfying read’ – James Oswald 
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CHILD OF MINE 

Jane Corry 

 

You trusted her. You shouldn’t have 

Every Monday Ellie looks after her four-year-

old grandson Josh. The love she feels for him 

is different to anything she's experienced 

before. The only thing that can mar her 

happiness is her husband's affair. But he 

swore it was over, and Ellie has decided to be 

thankful for what she's got. 

Then one day, while she's looking after Josh, 

her husband gets a call from that woman. And just for one moment, Ellie takes 

her eyes off her grandson. 

The accident that happens will change Ellie's life forever. 

Not least when the police discover that her younger brother died in suspicious 

circumstances thirty-five years ago ... 

Jane Corry is a former magazine journalist who spent three years working as 

the writer-in-residence of a high security prison for men. She had never been 

inside a jail before and this often hair-raising experience helped inspire her 

Sunday Times bestselling psychological thrillers, My Husband's Wife, Blood Sisters, 

and The Dead Ex. Jane Corry’s novels have sold in 16 territories.  
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A GIFT FOR DYING 

M. J. Arlidge 

 

The gripping new stand-alone thriller 

from the bestselling author of the DI 

Helen Grace series 

Adam Brandt is a forensic psychologist, used 

to dealing with the most damaged members 

of society. But he's never met anyone like 

Kassie. 

The teenager claims to have a terrible gift. 

With just one look, she can foresee when and how you will die. Adam knows 

Kassie must be insane. But a serial killer is terrorising the city. And only Kassie 

seems to know who his next victim will be. 

Against all his intuition, Adam starts to believe her. But he doesn't realise how 

deadly his faith might prove... 

M. J. Arlidge has worked in television for the last fifteen years, specializing in 

high-end drama production, including the prime-time crime serials Torn, The 

Little House and Silent Witness. Arlidge also pilots original crime series for both 

UK and US networks. His first thriller, Eeny Meeny, was the UK's bestselling 

crime debut of 2014, with rights sold in 30 territories. It was followed by the 

bestselling Pop Goes the Weasel, The Doll's House, Liar Liar, Little Boy Blue, Hide 

and Seek, and Love Me Not.
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DOWN TO THE WOODS 

M. J. Arlidge 

 

The eighth DI Helen Grace thriller from 

Sunday Times bestselling author M.J. 

Arlidge 

The last thing Tom Campbell remembers is 

camping in the New Forest with his girlfriend, 

Melissa. Now he is helpless, alone and 

consumed by fear, hunted through the woods 

by a sinister, masked figure... 

When Tom's body is found, displayed with 

grisly relish, Helen Grace takes the case. But before she can catch her breath, a 

second victim is taken - a serial killer is on the loose. 

Something dark and deadly stalks the forest. Helen and her team must race 

against time to catch the perpetrator, before more blood is shed. But the hunt 

will take Helen back into the eerie twilit woods - and this time she might not 

make it out alive. 

M. J. Arlidge has worked in television for the last fifteen years, specializing in 

high-end drama production,  including the prime-time crime serials Torn, The 

Little House and Silent Witness. His first thriller, Eeny Meeny, was the UK's 

bestselling crime debut of 2014, with rights sold in 30 territories. It was 

followed by the bestselling Pop Goes the Weasel, The Doll's House, Liar Liar, Little 

Boy Blue, Hide and Seek, and Love Me Not.  
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A HALF BAKED IDEA 

A Story of Grief, Love and Cake  

Olivia Potts 

 

A moving, heart-warming and 

exquisitely funny memoir about one 

woman's journey from the 

courthouse to Le Cordon Bleu 

At the moment her mother died, Olivia 

Potts was baking a cake. She was trying to 

impress a man, a cooking enthusiast who 

would later become her husband.  

Grief-stricken by the news, Olivia took to the kitchen. She came home from 

her job as a criminal barrister miserable and tired, and baked soda bread, pizza, 

and chocolate banana cake (mostly unsuccessfully). It brought her comfort, and 

so she concocted a plan: she would begin a newer, happier life, filled with 

fewer magistrates and more macaroons. She left the bar for Le Cordon Bleu, 

plunging headfirst into the eccentric world of patisserie. Interspersed with 

recipes ranging from passionfruit pavlova to her mother's shepherd's pie, this is 

a heart-breaking, hilarious, life-affirming memoir about dealing with grief, falling 

in love, and learning how to bake a really, really good cake. 

Olivia Potts is an award-winning food writer and chef. She read English at the 

University of Cambridge and practised as a criminal barrister for five years 

before deciding to leave the bar for a career in food. In 2017, she graduated 

from Le Cordon Bleu and was awarded the Young British Foodies Fresh 

Voices in Food Writing award. Now Olivia is the cookery columnist for the 

Spectator, and also writes for the New Statesman, the Guardian and the 

Telegraph, among others. A Half Baked Idea is her first book.
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THE GRASSLING 

Elizabeth-Jane Burnett 

 

A celebration of the countryside and a 

powerful evocation of belonging and loss 

What fills my lungs is wider than breath could be. It 

is a place and a language torn, matted and melded; 

flowered and chiming with bones. That breath is that 

place and until I get there I will not really be 

breathing. 

What does it mean to belong when the soil 

beneath our feet is constantly shifting? How does 

that change when the people and places that nurtured us are slipping away? 

Elizabeth-Jane Burnett delves through layers of family and natural history, 

memory and language to craft a powerful tale of transformation. Spurred on by 

her father's declining health, The Grassling ranges over continents, seasons and 

centuries, seeking out traces of their interconnected lives and capturing 

fleeting landscapes. This is a book about how we find our place in the world in 

spite of loss and what we leave behind.  

Elizabeth-Jane Burnett is a writer of English and Kenyan heritage. She was born 

in Devon and her work is inspired by the landscape in which she was raised. 

She is the author of Swims, a Sunday Times Poetry Book of the Year, and her 

poetry has been highly commended in the Forward Prize.
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FULL STEAM AHEAD, FELIX! 

Adventures of a Railway Cat 

Kate Moore 

 

The sequel to the Top 5 Sunday 

Times bestseller Felix the Railway 

Cat 

Felix, Senior Pest Controller at 

Huddersfield station, has been at the 

heart of a close-knit community 

since the day she arrived as a kitten. 

But now, having risen to fame, every-

day life at the station has become rather hectic; while reporters and fans 

clamour for a glimpse of her, Felix and her human co-workers find themselves, 

and the station, in quite a whirlwind. With the job seemingly too big for one 

fluffy feline to handle, it seems only sensible to recruit a young apprentice to 

the team: enter, Bolt.  

Full of funny and heart-warming stories, with personal tales from Felix’s biggest 

fans, this is the remarkable tale of Felix and Bolt, the ultimate pest-controlling 

duo. 

Felix lives at Huddersfield train station in West Yorkshire alongside her 

colleagues and five million customers. Born to a loving family in 2011, she was 

originally thought to be a boy and duly named Felix - 

before a trip to the vet proved otherwise. Felix began her 

independent working life aged just eight weeks old and was 

promoted to Senior Pest Controller in 2016. Her interests 

include chasing pigeons, napping on the job and tummy 

tickles.  
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JUST ONE MORE QUESTION  

Stories from a Life in Neurology 

Niall Tubridy 

 

An eye-opening, gripping and moving 

account of dealing with some of 

medicine's most complicated challenges 

As a trainee doctor, fascinated by how the brain 

and nervous system signal problems with the 

body's wiring, Niall Tubridy fell in love with 

neurology. It was high stakes detective work 

where answers could be life-changing. 

The young doctor who relished the intellectual puzzle soon became even more 

intrigued by the human stories behind each set of symptoms. And he found his 

own character tested. How do you handle such high pressure work - often 

with sad outcomes for patients - and remain grounded and positive? Can you? 

Just One More Question is the story of Niall Tubridy's life in neurology. It 

includes gripping accounts of his patients - encounters that are, by turn, 

moving, dramatic and funny. Using simple and illuminating language he explains 

well-known conditions such as multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease and 

motor neurone disease. 

With great honesty, he scrutinizes his own actions and reactions so that Just 

One More Question becomes a brave exploration of the big question - how can I 

be a better doctor? Dr. Tubridy's book is an extraordinary and revealing 

insight into the human challenge of working in this most complex area of 

medicine. 

Professor Niall Tubridy is a consultant neurologist at St Vincent's University 

Hospital, Dublin and Professor of Neurology in the School of Medicine at 

University College Dublin.
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REPUBLIC OF SHAME  

Stories from Ireland's Institutions 

for 'Fallen Women' 

Caelainn Hogan 

 

A quest for the secrets of 

Ireland's shame-industrial 

complex 

Until terrifyingly recently, the Catholic 

Church, acting with the blessing of the 

Irish state, operated a network of 

institutions for the concealment, punishment and exploitation of 'fallen 

women'. In the Magdalen laundries, girls and women were incarcerated and 

enslaved. And in the mother-and-baby homes, women who had become 

pregnant out of wedlock were hidden from view, and their babies were taken 

away to be adopted - if, that is, they didn't die first.  

Some of the stories of these institutions and the people whose lives they 

touched have gained global attention. Philomena Lee and her son and the mass 

infant grave that was discovered at the mother-and-baby home in Tuam have 

made news all over the world. Although the Irish state has apologized for its 

role, and commissioned investigations, we still know remarkably little about 

how Ireland's shame-industrial complex operated.  

Journalist Caelainn Hogan – herself born out of wedlock in Ireland – has 

undertaken a quest to understand how an entire society colluded in the 

operation of a sort of gulag for unmarried mothers and their babies. Based on 

evidence given by people who operated the system and to the people who 

found themselves incarcerated within it, Hogan has produced an astounding 

portrait of a deeply bizarre culture of control. 

Caelainn Hogan was born in Dublin in 1988, and grew up a stone's throw from 

Ireland biggest mother-and-baby home.  Her journalism has featured in The 

New York Times Magazine, Harper's, The New Yorker (online), VICE magazine, the 

Guardian, and The Irish Times. Republic of Shame is her first book.
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THE BOY WHO FOLLOWED HIS 

FATHER INTO AUSCHWITZ 

Jeremy Dronfield, with a foreword by 

Kurt Kleinmann 

 

The inspiring true story of a father and 

son's fight to stay together and to survive 

the Holocaust 

In 1939, Gustav Kleinmann, a Jewish 

upholsterer in Vienna, was seized by the Nazis. 

Along with his teenage son, Fritz, he was sent 

to Buchenwald in Germany. There began an 

unimaginable ordeal that saw the pair beaten, starved and forced to build the 

very concentration camp they were held in. 

When Gustav was set to be transferred to Auschwitz, a certain death 

sentence, Fritz refused to leave his side. Throughout the horrors they 

witnessed and the suffering they endured, there was one constant that kept 

them alive: the love between father and son. 

Based on Gustav's secret diary and meticulous archive research, this book tells 

their story for the first time – an extraordinary account of courage and 

survival. 

Jeremy Dronfield is a biographer, historian, novelist and former archaeologist. 

His recent non-fiction titles include Beyond the Call and Dr James Barry: A 

Woman Ahead of Her Time.
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THE ART OF MAKING MEMORIES 

How to Create and Remember Happy 

Moments  

Meik Wiking 

 

Every year, we are given a fixed number 

of days. Some days pass us by without 

leaving a trace – and some days we 

remember forever 

Do you remember your first kiss? Or how the 

first rays of the spring sun feel? Or how about 

the best meal you ever had? These memorable 

experiences are characterized by intensity of perception, depth of feeling, or 

sense of profound significance causing them to stand out in our mind and 

involve a heightened sense of wonder and awe. 

But what ingredients produce these happy memories? Why is it that a piece of 

music, a smell or a taste can take us back to something we had forgotten? And 

can we learn to create happy memories and be better at holding on to them? 

Combining research on happiness and mnemonics (learning techniques that aid 

memory retention or retrieval), Meik Wiking explores how peak experiences 

are made, stored and remembered. Using data and diaries, interviews, global 

surveys and studies, and conducting real-life behavioural science and happiness 

experiments, The Art of Making Memories will answer how we can create 

perfect moments. Moments that will go down in history. This book will help 

you create more peak experiences, help 

you retrieve happy memories of the past 

and store them for the future. 

Meik Wiking is the CEO of the Happiness 

Research Institute in Copenhagen. His 

first two books, Hygge and Lykke, have 

been published in 37 territories.  
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THE LITTLE BOOK OF COLOUR 

How to Use the Psychology of Colour 

to Transform your Life 

Karen Haller 

 

The definitive guide for harnessing the 

power of colour to improve your 

happiness, wellbeing and confidence 

Wouldn't you like to boost your confidence 

simply by slipping on 'that' green jumper? Or 

when you get home after a stressful day, be 

instantly soothed by the mellow yellow of 

your walls? 

The colours all around us hold an emotional energy. Leading Colour 

Psychologist Karen Haller explains the inherent power of colour: for example, 

how looking closely at the colours we love, or those we dislike can bring up 

deeply buried memories - and with them powerful feelings.  

A revolutionary guide to boosting your wellbeing, The Little Book of Colour puts 

you firmly on the road to changing the colours in your world to revamp your 

mood and motivation. Illuminating the science, psychology, and emotional 

significance of colour, with key assessments for finding your own true colour 

compatibility - this book will help you to rediscover meaning in everything you 

do, through the joy of colour. 

Get ready to join the colour revolution, and change your life for the better. 

Karen Haller is a leading international authority in the field of Applied Colour 

Psychology, with over 20 years of experience in how colour affects and 

influences our behaviour. She specialises in business, interiors, healthcare and 

wellbeing, and has worked with prestigious global brands such as Farrow & 

Ball, Dove, and Dulux. She has also written pieces for Cosmopolitan, Stylist, The 

Express and appeared on Sunday Brunch and London Live.
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WRITE A LETTER 

Put Pen to Paper and Put a Smile on the 

Face of a Stranger, a Friend or Yourself 

Jodi Bickley 

 

Prompts to motivate you, letters to 

inspire you, and beautiful writing paper 

that you can tear from the book -

everything you need to start great 

conversations! 

There are more ways than ever to 

communicate with people. But none match 

the intimacy, care, and fulfilment found in sending and receiving letters.  

A letter can be the greatest gift. It's a keepsake, a captured memory, an 

heirloom. This book contains everything you need - from the prompts to get 

you writing to the paper to write on - to begin connecting with people in this 

slower, more personal way.  

Say it with a letter. Spark up new conversations, reconnect with old friends, 

and discover the joy of correspondence. 

Jodi Ann Bickley is an author, performer and a lady on a mission. She is 

founder of the One Million Lovely Letters project. After opening her inbox to 

anybody that needed a lift in 2013 she has been inundated with requests for 

letters, and over the past four years she has written 4000 handwritten 'lovely' 

letters to people all over the planet going through times of struggle.  

Jodi was recognised as a 'Point of Light' by Downing Street in 2015 and also 

made The Independent's 'Happy List'. She spoke at a TEDx in Birmingham about 

the project which has now been watched by 33,000 people and was the subject 

of a BBC1 documentary. Her debut book One Million Lovely Letters went 

straight into the Sunday Times Bestseller List and has since been translated into 

many languages. 
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PEACE IS POSSIBLE  

Thoughts on Happiness, Success and 

Relationships for a Deeper 

Understanding of Life 

Prem Rawat 

 

A calming collection of allegories and 

illustrations from a world-renowned 

peace ambassador 

Global peace ambassador Prem Rawat has 

spent his entire life travelling the world to 

deliver one timeless message: Peace is Possible.  

Conflict, he explains, takes place at three levels: between countries, between 

people, and finally within each of us as individuals. These levels are all 

interconnected. Hence the conflict that rages within a person will lead them to 

seek out conflict with another. Similarly, conflict between people of one nation 

is likely to result in conflict between many nations. So the first step to world 

peace is a simple one: we must first find peace within ourselves.  

Peace is Possible draws together age-old stories which, as they have been passed 

down over generations, inspired and transformed the lives of millions. From 

the power of adaptability, to the importance of trust, to the sticking-place of 

courage, these are the messages that will change the world. For good. 

Born in 1957 in northern India, Prem Rawat has addressed live audiences of 

over 15 million people in more than 250 cities across all continents. He is 

regularly invited to speak at prestigious events around the world, including the 

European Parliament, the House of Commons, the Royal Albert Hall, Wembley 

Stadium and Kensington Palace as part of Queen Elizabeth II's Diamond Jubilee 

celebration. He is the fourth recipient of the Brand Laureate Lifetime 

Achievement award; previous recipients include Nelson Mandela and Hilary 

Clinton. Peace is Possible is his first book for adults and has been translated into 

9 languages.
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THE BOOK YOU WISH YOUR 

PARENTS HAD READ (AND YOUR 

CHILDREN WILL BE GLAD THAT YOU 

DID) 

Philippa Perry 

 

A parenting book for people who don't 

buy parenting books 

With straight-talking advice from renowned 

psychotherapist Philippa Perry, this is the 

definitive guide for any parent looking to 

navigate their past, avoid repeating their 

parents' mistakes, and ensure they don't land their own kids in therapy. 

Through a combination of case studies, her own experiences as a parent, and 

therapeutic insight gained from a career spanning more than 20 years, Perry 

tackles the wider issues of what it actually means to be a parent.  

This isn't a book about meeting developmental milestones, training your child 

to have enviable manners, or how to get the much idealised 'perfect' family, it's 

about creating functional relationships with your children so that they grow up 

feeling secure, knowing who they are and what they want - giving both them 

and you a shot at real happiness. Full of refreshing, sage and sane advice on the 

bigger picture of parenthood, this is the only book you'll ever really need to 

ensure you don't mess your kids up. 

Alongside her practice as a psychotherapist, Philippa Perry is a faculty member 

of The School of Life, writes as an agony aunt for Red magazine, and is a 

contributor to The Guardian. She has also been an occasional presenter for The 

Culture Show on BBC 2 and has presented several documentaries. She lives in 

London with her husband, acclaimed artist, campaigner and writer Grayson 

Perry. 
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HOW TO SLEEP 

Max Kirsten 

 

A practical guide to sleeping from Max 

Kirsten, hypnotherapist and sleep expert 

This is a book for anyone who has trouble 

sleeping. Whether you are a chronic insomniac 

or just want to feel more rested, this book will 

provide you with simple techniques and practical 

advice to ensure a good night's sleep, every night. 

In How to Sleep, expert sleep coach and 

accredited hypnotherapist Max Kirsten arms you 

with a personalized toolkit of strategies so that you can banish insomnia, have a 

restful night and be your best self every day.  

You will discover your sleep personality, how to create the optimum 

environment for sleep, breath-work exercises for ultimate relaxation, self-

hypnosis techniques and the art of letting go. 

Max is a international sleep expert, speaker and an award-winning Sleep 

Coach. He successfully treats insomnia and other anxiety-related issues at his 

sleep clinic in Knightsbridge. He is also an award-winning Clinical 

Hypnotherapist, a Master NLP Success Coach and author. Max has developed 

his own approach to achieve better sleep that includes learning how to 

practice self-hypnosis, combined with his own unique form of Mindfulness 

based Autogenic Sleep Training for Insomnia. He has endorsements from 

celebrities including Ewan McGregor, Adele and Joseph Fiennes. 
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HOW TO FIX YOUR SH*T 

How to Grab Your Life with Both Hands 

and Stop Making Excuses 

Sháá Wasmund 

 

We have one life. Our job is to live it well 

Do you dream of what you want to achieve in life 

- whether it's setting up your own business, 

getting in shape, or writing a novel - but never 

get round to actually doing it? Does now just 

never feel like a good time to start? 

In 2015, Sháá Wasmund made a decision: to finally get what she wanted. Three 

years after packing in her business to take the plunge, life is everything she 

hoped it would be. And she has discovered that the key to getting what you 

want is within easy reach. It's all in the mind.   

In How to Fix Your Sh*t, entrepreneur and bestselling author Sháá Wasmund 

sets out her tried-and-tested methods for conquering fear and exploring new 

avenues of opportunity. In this simple and systematic guide, she will empower 

you to ditch the excuses and start living the life you've always wanted. 

Sháá Wasmund MBE is one of the UK's most prominent female entrepreneurs 

and a champion of small businesses. She is the author of the #1 bestselling 

book Stop Talking, Start Doing and the founder and driving force behind Smarta, 

the UK's leading support platform for small business 

owners. In 2015 she was awarded an MBE for services to 

business and entrepreneurship, and the Institute of 

Directors named her as one of the best-connected people 

in the UK. 
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MONEY LESSONS  

How to Manage Your Finances to Get The 

Life You Want 

Lisa Conway-Hughes 

 

Learn to budget and save, get that 

mortgage and finally clear your debt 

Does a five-week working month terrify you? 

Are you scared to look at your bank balance in 

the last week before pay day? Or perhaps you're 

spending all of your money on avocado toast 

instead of saving for a mortgage? 

In Money Lessons, Lisa Conway-Hughes explains the secrets to good financial 

wellbeing and how to save up for the big moments in life, including your house 

and wedding, as well as how to budget effectively. 

Each chapter covers a separate money-related topic with helpful tips and 

practical exercises: from demolishing your debt and getting on the property 

ladder, right through to funding a once-in-a-lifetime trip, de-tangling your 

finances from your partner’s, and how to ask for a pay rise. 

The definitive guide for anyone wanting to start their journey to a more 

informed and empowered future, Money Lessons will not only overhaul your 

money management, but enhance your wellbeing in the process. 

Lisa Conway-Hughes is a qualified Financial Advisor with over ten years' 

experience. She also blogs and speaks publicly on financial issues. To date, she 

has appeared in Glamour, The Guardian, The Financial Times,The Telegraph and 

The Independent. She gives regular talks at Paramount Pictures, MTV, 

Bloomberg and Soho House.
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LIFT YOURSELF 

Laura Hoggins 

 

Follow Laura's top ten strength training 

commandments to learn how to lift 

weights and your mood 

Want to get fit and strong but don’t know the 

difference between a deadlift and a squat? So 

intimidated by grunting hulks lifting dumbbells 

at your local gym that you never venture into 

the weights room? Think again.  

Ditch the fad diets and step off the treadmill. 

There's another way to get results, and it's all about lifting weights. In Lift 

Yourself, Laura Hoggins takes us on her lifting journey – from being a self-

conscious, cardio junkie who was a slave to the scales, to a strong and 

empowered strength and conditioning coach who is training for life, not for 

Instagram.    

Laura explains how to get the basics right by mastering the squat and deadlift 

and busts all the common misconceptions about lifting weights. With the 

opportunity not only to improve your lifting but also your life by following 

Laura’s ten strength commandments, this book will improve your body 

confidence and leave you empowered and energised. 

Laura Hoggins developed her passion for fitness three years ago. Inspired by 

the community of individuals whose priority was athletics and not their 

aesthetic, Laura quit her job and moved into fitness full time. Now a fully 

trained Fitness Coach and Personal Trainer, Laura runs her own concept class, 

LIFTED, at the Ministry of Sound and teaches at London’s top fitness venues. 

Laura has over 11,000 Instagram followers and has worked with British 

Women’s Lifting, Women in Sport and This Girl Can to spread her ethos that 

‘nothing looks as good as strong feels’. A regular contributor to Woman’s 

Health, Metro and Grazia, Laura speaks at events across the country and is the 

face of lifting in the UK.
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THE VIKING METHOD 

Svava Sigbertsdottir 

 

An 8-week plan for the body and 

mind, including over 80 recipes and 

20 high-intensity workouts 

Vikings know no boundaries. Vikings don't 

do tired. Vikings don't count calories. 

Viking don't need to drop dress sizes. 

Vikings don't seek compliments. Vikings 

conquer all.  

We are Vikings. Join the clan.  

We're on a mission to help you unleash your inner Viking. To fight against the 

tide that says you are how you look. We're here to take you on the ultimate 

mind and body quest. To develop physical and mental strength. A fearlessness, 

resilience and determination to be all you can be through a mixture of fitness, 

food and finding your inner fire.  

Based on Svava's Icelandic upbringing and a warrior mentality, The Viking 

Method is 8 weeks of high intensity training for both mind and body. A 

complete programme of recipes and fitness training that will transform you 

from the inside out. 

Head Viking, Svava Sigbertsdottir, grew up in Iceland. Trained as a dancer and 

personal trainer, she combined her Nordic upbringing with her knowledge of 

fitness to create the Viking Method. She has transformed countless Vikings, not 

just in physique but in the way they think and live. Her clients include Nicole 

Scherzinger, Suki Waterhouse and Amanda Holden.
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THE ROB LIPSETT GAME PLAN 

Transform Your Body with My 3 

Point Mindset, Nutrition and 

Training Plan 

Rob Lipsett 

 

A positive and inspiring guide to 

improving fitness and health from 

Ireland's leading fitness and lifestyle 

influencer 

Personal trainer and YouTube favourite 

Rob Lipsett will share with you his 

secrets to shaping up and getting fit.  

In The Rob Lipsett Game Plan, Rob gives us practical advice for getting motivated 

to incorporate a training regime into your daily life. He provides no-nonsense 

nutritional advice that will ensure you are eating well to maintain muscle tone, 

lose weight and stay healthy. The book also features three seven day training 

plans that suit beginners to more advanced gym goers, and HIIT and LIIS 

routines that can work both at home and in the gym. To help you maximise 

your new regime, The Rob Lipsett Game Plan includes 20 of his favourite recipes 

that anyone can cook, are quick to prepare, healthy and delicious. 

Focusing on a dynamic three-step approach (mindset, nutrition, training), Rob 

will help you plan and follow a training regime you enjoy, and a sustainable diet 

that is both realistic and satisfying. 

Rob Lipsett is Ireland's leading lifestyle and fitness blogger, with almost one 

million followers across his social media platforms. He is a qualified personal 

trainer, co-owner of the Raw Gym chain in Dublin, and founder of The 

Creator Agency, an events company that brings content creators together for 

public speaking events. He also owns Lipsett Fitness, an online personal training 

business. He has appeared on ITV2's popular reality show, Love Island.
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THE PELVIC FLOOR BIBLE 

Everything You Need to Know to 

Prevent and Cure Problems at Every 

Stage in Your Life 

Jane Simpson 

 

The only book that tells you everything 

you need to know about your pelvic floor 

at every stage in your life 

Have you ever laughed so much you wet 

yourself - just a little bit? Or found yourself 

crossing your legs on the doorstep frantically 

searching for your keys? Do you get up at night to go to the toilet more than 

once? 

An estimated 200 million people around the world suffer from some form of 

urinary incontinence. It's an embarrassing problem that affects both men and 

women but is far more common for women as a result of pregnancy and 

childbirth. The Pelvic Floor Bible argues that it's time for us all to feel the squeeze 

and celebrate the wonder of our pelvic floor muscles.   

Jane Simpson shows you how to incorporate pelvic floor exercises as part of 

your daily routine in order to prevent issues in later life and cure existing 

problems now.  Learn how to treat common problems such as stress 

incontinence, overactive bladder and prolapse, get back into shape post-

pregnancy and enjoy a healthy sex life at every stage of your life. 

Jane Simpson has had her own private practice at the prestigious London Clinic 

in Harley Street for 22 years where she treats patients with all forms of 

incontinence and pelvic floor dysfunction. She is a member of The Pelvic Floor 

Society, The Association for Continence Advice and The British Association of 

Urological Nurses. This is her first book which she hopes will spread the word 

on a global scale that pelvic floor dysfunction is curable and does not need to 

be life changing or limiting.
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THE GUT HEALTH DOCTOR  

An Easy-to-Digest Guide to Health From 

the Inside Out 

Dr Megan Rossi 

 

Are you aware you should be taking care 

of your gut, but don’t know where to 

start? Feel like you eat a balanced diet but 

constantly suffer from food comas and 

bloating?  

Dr Megan Rossi, a clinical dietitian and Research 

Fellow at King’s College, finally uncovers the 

answers to these most googled gut-health questions.   

Drawing on the latest scientific research, Dr Rossi shows us how 

understanding your gut can help with successful weight management, improved 

mood fitness levels, healthier skin and boosted immunity. Busting myths 

around good gut health and even offering advice on how to check your poo, 

Dr Rossi shows how sleeping, relaxing and exercising well have a surprising 

impact on our gut health, offering easy hacks to super-charge your digestive 

health and beat the bloat.   

Packed with delicious gut boosting meal ideas, tips for how to assess your own 

gut health and advice on how to diagnose food intolerances and deal with 

common gut complaints, this easy-to-digest bible of gut health promises to 

make you happier and healthier from the inside out.    

Dr Megan Rossi is a Registered Dietitian with a PhD in gut health. A leading 

Research Fellow at King’s College London, Dr Rossi is currently investigating 

nutrition-based therapies in gut health, including pre- & probiotics, dietary 

fibres, the low FODMAP diet and food additives as well as leading a gut health 

clinic on Harley Street. Most recently, Dr Rossi has created a gut health menu 

range for Leon Restaurants and has appeared in Cosmopolitan magazine as well 

as being recognised as one of six new ‘wellness stars’ to watch in 2017 by 

Women’s Health UK. The Gut Health Doctor is her first book.
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ROOT TO STEM 

A Seasonal Guide to Eating Well for Your 

Health and the Planet  

Alex Laird 

 

Root to Stem is a seasonal guide to living a 

healthy, sustainable lifestyle by putting 

plants, herbs and nature at the heart of 

what we eat 

A new kind of holistic health guide, which links 

individual health to the planet's health and helps 

you to improve your own life whilst 

simultaneously making the world a better place. The root-to-stem philosophy 

means eating all of the vegetable, plant or herb, maximising the health benefits 

it can provide, whilst also cutting down on food wastage. 

Root to Stem offers simple, practical steps to rediscovering natural cycles, 

linking our diet more closely to local, seasonal plant-based foods and herbs. It's 

about discovery, pleasure, traditions, celebration and - ultimately - about how 

our eating choices can actually help to sustain the natural balance of the planet. 

The book will also include tips for foraging, growing a kitchen pharmacy, 

movement and exercise, and creative seasonal ways to reconnect with nature, 

and with others. 

 

Alex Laird is a Medical Herbalist with over 20 years' experience. Trained in 

Biomedicine and Plant Pharmacology, she runs the only herbal clinic based in a 

UK hospital at Whipps Cross. Alex has also published research papers on this 

subject, and runs the charity Living Medicine.
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A MODERN HERBAL 

Alys Fowler 

 

A charming, modern miscellany of 

herbs - for gardeners, cooks and 

armchair botanists alike 

Lovingly cultivated by horticultural expert 

and Guardian columnist Alys Fowler, this 

charming miscellany celebrates everything 

there is to know about herbs and their 

significance in our gardens, kitchens, 

medicine cupboards and daily lives.  

With her unparalleled horticultural experience, Alys explores the abundant 

uses of these incredible plants and writes beautifully about how herbs have 

become entwined in our lives past and present. Designed to inform, entertain 

and delight, this book offers a fusion of botanical, practical, cultural and 

historical information, accompanied by beautiful line illustrations, and will be a 

welcome and well-thumbed addition to many a potting shed, kitchen shelf and 

bedside table. 

Alys Fowler had a rural childhood, growing up surrounded by animals in the 

countryside. She was influenced by her mother's gardening talents and, after 

leaving school in 1996, she studied at the Royal Horticultural Society, the Royal 

Botanic Gardens in London, and later the New York Botanical Gardens, 

returning to the UK in 2002 to complete a masters at University College, 

London. Alys spent some years presenting the long-running BBC series 

Gardeners' World and has since become a prominent horticultural journalist, 

writing a popular weekly column in the Guardian.
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PARADISE 

Easy Plant-Based Recipes from Beirut to 

Beijing 

Meera Sodha 

 

A vibrant plant-based cookbook from 

the Guardian 'New Vegan' columnist and 

award-winning author of Fresh India 

Drawing from her Guardian column, Paradise 

also features a wealth of brand-new recipes 

inspired by Asian cuisines, from Beirut to 

Bangalore to Beijing. 

In this innovative and stunning collection, Meera Sodha puts vegetables at the 

centre of the table. Her Asian-inspired dishes are packed full of exciting 

flavours, ranging from Kimchi Pancakes and Beetroot and Cauliflower Pilau to 

Thai Claypot Noodles with Smoked Tofu. There are sweet potato momos for 

starters and pineapple love cake for dessert. 

This is fresh, vibrant and delicious food for anyone who wants to eat well. A 

must-have whether you’re vegan, vegetarian, or simply want to eat fresh, 

delicious plant-based dishes.  

Meera Sodha is the author of Made In India, which was a top ten bestseller and 

was shortlisted for the 2014 André Simon Awards and the 2015 Guild of Food 

Writers Jeremy Round Award for Best First Cookbook, and Fresh India, winner 

of the Observer Food Monthly’s Best New Cookbook Award 2017. Both titles 

have been published in the US, 

Germany, The Netherlands and Spain. 

When not travelling round India, 

collecting recipes, Meera Sodha chefs, 

writes and lives in London. 
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THE CURRABINNY COOKBOOK 

James Kavanagh and William Murray 

 

Traditional food sumptuously cooked 

in an unashamed celebration of flavour 

In five years’ selling at farmers' markets and 

hosting dining events and pop-ups, James 

Kavanagh and William Murray's food 

business, Currabinny, has grown a huge fan-

base.  

James and William celebrate traditional 

ingredients such as butter, cream, sea-salt 

and local produce, give them a modern twist, and always produce indulgent 

delicious dishes. 

The Currabinny Cookbook includes their favourite recipes from breakfast ideas 

(Macroom Oatmeal with Saturn Peaches, Pomegranate & Raw Honey) to 

sumptuous suppers (Rustic Rye Galette with Leeks, Fennel and Goat’s Cheese; 

Slow Roasted Salmon with Blood Orange, Lemon, Fennel & Dill; Ham in 

Juniper & Apple Juice with Mustard Parsnip Mash and Buttered Cabbage) and 

sweet treats (Apple, Rosemary & Buttermilk Cake, Fresh Blueberry Pie with 

Lemon Curd Cream). This book is a one-stop bible of delicious, comforting 

and irresistible recipes. 

Dubliner James Kavanagh is one of Ireland's most entertaining and most 

popular social media personalities. He worked in PR for a number of years and 

with such iconic brands as Barry's Tea and Kerrygold. With his partner, 

William Murray, he started the food company Currabinny in 2013. William 

Murray grew up in Currabinny on Cork Harbour where he cooked from an 

early age. Having completed a fine arts degree in sculpture he trained as a chef 

at world famous Ballymaloe Cookery School. 
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THE KITCHEN SCIENCE 

COOKBOOK 

Michelle Dickinson 

 

An extraordinarily fun and 

practical book that shows 

science experiments can be just 

as easy as baking 

The Kitchen Science Cookbook is a 

beautifully crafted recipe book with a 

unique twist: each recipe is a science 

experiment that you can do at home, 

using the everyday ingredients you’ll find in your kitchen. No need to be a 

science expert – these easy-to-follow recipes make mind-blowing science 

experiments fun for everyone. 

From sticky ice and raising raisins, to balloon science and scrumptious slime, 

nanotechnologist Michelle Dickinson shows that we can all be scientists, no 

matter how young or old. 

With recipes tested by enthusiastic people around the world, The Kitchen 

Science Cookbook is the perfect gift for all ages. 

Dr Michelle Dickinson is a nanotechnologist on a mission to make science and 

engineering accessible for all. Born in the UK, she studied in the US and is now 

based in New Zealand. She is a founder of Nanogirl Labs, member of New 

Zealand Order of Merit, and winner of many prizes including the New Zealand 

Association of Scientists Science Communicators Award. 
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A WILD CHILD’S GUIDE TO 

ENDANGERED ANIMALS  

Millie Marotta 

 

A wondrous collection of disappearing 

animals around the world from 

bestselling artist Millie Marotta 

 

From freshwater to oceans, forests, 

mountains, tundra and desert, grasslands and 

wetlands, rare and well-known animals are 

endangered - some critically, some less so. Peary caribous, Giant Garter 

snakes, giraffes, puffins and many more appear on these rich and varied pages, 

in full-colour, hand-drawn illustrations, alive and vivid in the reader's hands. 

Millie Marotta spends her days creating intricate nature-based illustrations in a 

studio by the sea in a little corner of West Wales. Growing up on a 

smallholding in the hills of rural Wales as a child, she was surrounded by 

nature in all its glorious forms. It was during these early years that she 

developed a bit of an obsession with the animal kingdom and later went on to 

study wildlife illustration. This fascination with the natural world remains at the 

core of her work today as does a love of pattern and intricate detail. Above all 

else her intention is simply to create beautiful work, which both captivates and 

charms. 
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THE SONGS IN THE TREES 

Coralie Bickford-Smith 

 

A rich and vibrant story about finding your 

own voice from the award-winning author 

and illustrator Coralie Bickford-Smith 

Bird loves the towering tree that grows in the 

jungle. Every year in the dry months, he and the 

other birds come to play and sing in tree's 

branches.  

Then one day Bird wonders: what is it like for 

tree when they fly away? Who else lives there? As he goes on a journey to 

discover the stories of the other creatures who love tree as much as he does, 

Bird learns to sing a new song. 

This is a tale about the spirit of adventure and finding our own way of 

exploring the world. 

Coralie Bickford-Smith is a designer at Penguin Books. Her first book, The Fox 

and the Star, was named Waterstones Book of the Year and is one of Time 

Out's 100 Children's Books of All Time. She is also the author of The Worm and 

the Bird. Her design work has been featured in numerous publications, including 

the New York Times and the Guardian. Her cover design has been recognized by 

the American Institute of Graphic Arts in the United States and Design and Art 

Direction in the UK. 
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MOSS 

A Magical Tour of the Hidden 

Wonders of Moss 

Ulrica Nordström 

 

A lavishly-illustrated book about the 

hidden wonders of moss and moss 

gardening 

Moss is all around us. While it is most often 

associated with damp, shady spaces, it can 

be found in the most unexpected and far-

flung places, from deserts to Antarctica.  

Moss is a celebration of its quiet, unassuming beauty and a primer to 

understanding the secrets of the world's most ancient plant. This book offers 

the cultural history of this soft and tactile plant which has been used for 

centuries in gardens, for medicine and in traditional handicrafts around the 

world. 

In Moss, Ulrica Nordström tours some of the most beautiful moss gardens in 

the UK, the US and Japan, where moss-viewing has become a national 

phenomenon. She teaches us how and where to identify and gather different 

moss species, and shows us how to cultivate moss, tie Japanese moss balls 

(kokedama) and plant moss landscapes in pots and terrariums. 

With stunning photography and botanical illustration, this is an utterly unique 

book that will be treasured by plant enthusiasts of all kinds. 

Ulrica Nordström is a Swedish independent writer and plant worker. Ulrica is 

a trained journalist and has previously worked as a reporter, communicator 

and teacher. In recent years she has created a plant art under the name Siccus 

Stockholm. Passionate about the natural world, Ulrica mainly writes about 

animals, plants and the environment. Moss is her second book, and the first to 

be translated into English.
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REALLY GOOD CAR 

PHOTOGRAPHY  

Hoxton Mini Press 

 

An iconoclastic look at car 

photography which captures 

the car's unique role in our 

culture 

Car photography often evokes 

predictably slick, hi-spec images on the front pages of glossy magazines. But 

our relationship to cars is so much more meaningful than these images might 

suggest. With cars came road trips, and with road trips came some of the most 

important photographic documentaries of our time. A car is a vehicle not just 

for transport but for our hopes, desires, and even values.  

In Really Good Car Photography, a selection of world-renowned and up-and-

coming photographers pay tribute to the car from the 60s to the present day. 

From images of lonely car parks and cars 'sleeping' at night under tarpaulins, 

moody shots from New York City in the 70s to witty close-ups of badly-

repaired cars and painterly landscapes shot through wet windscreens, these 

photographs display cars at their most playful, introspective and meaningful - 

for cars are emotionally intertwined with the lives we live. 

Really Good Car Photography reinvents what is possible for the genre, offering a 

selection of penetrating, unusual and poignant pictures. 

Martin Usborne is a renowned photographer and co-founder with Ann 

Waldvogel of Hoxton Mini Press, a publisher dedicated to bringing smart 

photography and beautiful photobooks to a wider audience. In 2017 Hoxton 

Mini Press teamed up with Penguin Books to create a brand new series of 

books gathering the best photography on certain photographic subjects, hoping 

to reach the widest audience with art that enriches the human experience. 
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WHAT DO MEN WANT? 

Nina Power 

 

What exactly do men get out of being 

men in the 21st century? 

From recent revelations on the extent of 

everyday sexual abuse to online armies of 

militant trolls, masculinity today isn’t just in 

crisis, it is crisis.  

This ‘toxic masculinity’ is damaging for both 

women and men: suicide is the biggest killer of 

men under 45, and standoffs between egos 

continue to incite violence at every level, from bar brawls to warzones. 

Drawing on a wealth of cross-disciplinary sources and cultural movements, 

philosopher Nina Power probes the difficult and often awkward questions 

raised by masculinity in a time of nationalist revivals and technological booms. 

With empathy, clarity and humour, Power proposes that men and women 

together can positively reshape the impulses and structures of contemporary 

desire and ultimately re-evaluate the age-old question: what do men want? 

Nina Power is a Senior Lecturer in Philosophy at the University of 

Roehampton. Her interests include philosophy, film, art, feminism and politics, 

and she has written regularly for the Guardian, Wire, frieze, Strike! and Radical 

Philosophy, amongst other publications. She is the author of One-Dimensional 

Woman (Zer0, 2009), which the New Statesman called 'a joy to read'.
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THINK LIKE A SPY 

David Omand 

 

How do intelligence officers make 

decisions, and what can we learn from 

them?  

The role of intelligence officers is to discern 

the truth. They gather information, often 

contradictory or incomplete, and, with it, they 

use a framework of reasoned, analytical 

thinking to build the most accurate possible image of the world. With the 

stakes at their absolute highest, they must then decide what to do.  

In everyday life, you are faced with contradictory, incomplete information, too. 

Whether you’re reading the news on social media, trying to figure out the next 

step in your career, or trying to discover if gossip about a friend is legitimate, 

you too are building an image of the world and making decisions about it. In 

this book, one of Britain’s most senior ex-intelligence officers provides 

fascinating insights into how to make the important decisions in your life, based 

on the information you have. 

And, as the world becomes more complex, as foreign powers and international 

criminals try to shape it with misinformation, we need more than ever to arm 

ourselves with the tools to sort fact from fiction. From the ballot box to the 

boardroom, David Omand shows you how to think straight, see it like it is and 

react accordingly.  

Professor Sir David Omand (GCB) has worked in intelligence and security 

throughout his distinguished career. From 1996 – 1997 he was the Director of 

GCHQ. In 2002, he became the first permanent secretary and security 

intelligence co-ordinator in the cabinet office with all heads of British 

intelligence reporting to him. During this time he created Britain’s anti-

terrorism strategy, still in use as a blueprint to this day. He is currently visiting 

Professor at King’s University London’s War Studies department, and the Vice-

President of the Royal United Services Institute.
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INVISIBLE FISH 

The Philosophy of Expertise  

Roger Kneebone 
 

From surgery to dress-making, 

stonemasonry to piano-playing - this 

smart thinking book illuminates what 

it is to be expert 

Only the expert angler can see where fish 

have gathered in the river – to the 

unschooled eye, they remain completely 

invisible. It’s hard to put into words the 

trajectory of mastery, but anyone who has tried to learn anything – a language, 

a musical instrument, or the diary management system in the office – will 

recognize it. 

Drawing on his experience as a surgeon, a family doctor and a part-time 

harpsichordist, Roger Kneebone charts this course. Meeting extraordinary 

experts – from taxidermists, sculptors and neurosurgeons to concert pianists 

and molecular biologists – he explores how they reached the top of their field.  

On paper, each is unique. But by drawing out their commonalities, these 

seemingly disparate people become instances of the same thing: experts. 

Backed with cutting edge scientific theory, Roger reveals their journeys, and 

shows how you too can plot a course, from rank novice to dab hand. 

Roger Kneebone is Professor of Surgical Education and Engagement Science at 

Imperial College London. He trained as a general and trauma surgeon and since 

2000 he has worked at Imperial College London, developing the new field of 

surgical education, which brings trainee surgeons together with actors, 

seamstresses, fighter pilots and more. In 2002 he started the world’s first 

Masters in Surgical Education, which is a home for his research into expertise. 

He established and leads Imperial’s Centre for Engagement and Simulation 

Science (ICCESS) and the Royal College of Music /Imperial Centre for 

Performance Science. He has an ongoing column in the Lancet. 
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THE RIGHT LIFE  

Human Individuality and its Role in our 

Development, Health and Happiness 

Remo H. Largo 

 

How do we find the life that's right for 

each of us? An internationally renowned 

psychologist redefines our view of human 

individuality 

There are billions of us on the planet, yet each 

of us is an entirely unique individual. How do 

we become who we are? From Remo Largo, an 

internationally renowned paediatrician, polymath, and child development 

expert, this book distils forty years of research and medical experience to 

redefine our view of what makes us human.  

Largo's comprehensive view of humanity encompasses evolutionary biology, 

philosophy, pedagogy, psychology, medicine and sociology, tracing our 

development as individual humans from the beginnings of evolution to the 

modern world, through the development of cognitive, linguistic and social 

abilities in humans, to questions of learning and the environment. 

In ten parts, Largo takes us towards a full understanding of his theory of human 

thriving, the 'Fit Principle', a holistic approach which sees the diversity of 

humans with new eyes and argues that each individual should strive to live in 

harmony with their environment. By striving to lead 'better' lives, he shows, we 

each sacrifice our true individuality - the unique matrix of skills, needs and 

limitations that makes each of us who we are - at great cost to our personal 

health and happiness. Instead of endless self-improvement, our collective goal 

should be individual self-acceptance. 

Remo Largo is a Swiss paediatrician and educationalist, internationally known 

for his long-term studies of child development. He has written several popular 

books on the topic. 
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IRREPLACEABLE  

The Fight to Save our Wild Places 

Julian Hoffman 

 

An impassioned and lyrical account 

of endangered habitats around the 

globe and the people fighting to save 

them 

All across the world, irreplaceable 

habitats are under threat. Unique 

ecosystems of plants and animals are 

being destroyed by human activies. From 

the tiny to the vast, from prairie to meadow, and from England to Hungary, 

America to India, they are disappearing. 

Irreplaceable captures the haunting beauty of these landscapes, including the 

rare species that call them home. And it reveals the human communities which 

form around these special places - from grassroots campaigners to professional 

conservationists and academics - committed to saving them from extinction. 

Ultimately it asks what a deep emotional connection to the land might offer us, 

and why we must fight for its continued survival. 

Julian Hoffman is the author of The Small Heart of Things, which won the 2012 

AWP Award Series for Creative Nonfiction and the National Outdoor Book 

Award for Natural History Literature. He has also written for EarthLines, Kyoto 

Journal, Beloit Fiction Journal, Briar Cliff Review, Wild Apples, Flyway, Redwood Coast 

Review, Fifth Wednesday Journal, Silk Road Review, Three Coyotes and Southern 

Humanities Review, amongst others. He lives in north-western Greece.
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RUDE 

There is No Such Thing as Over-Sharing 

Nimko Ali 

 

The Vagina Monologues for the 21st 

century 

This book is about vaginas. Fanny, cunt, flower, 

foo-foo, tuppence, whatever you want to call it, 

almost half of the world's population has one.  

Was Jessica Ennis on her period the day she 

won Olympic Gold? What do you do when 

you're living on the streets and pregnant? What 

does it feel like to have a poo after you've given birth? We all have questions, 

but it's not seen as very polite to talk about our fanny; in fact it is downright 

rude. 

Rude is an important, taboo-breaking book that shares the stories of pregnancy 

and periods, orgasms and the menopause, from women from all walks of life. 

From refugee camps in Calais to Oscar-winning actresses, to Nimko's own 

story of living with FGM, each woman shares their own relationship with their 

vagina and its impact on their life. 

Nimko Ali is a feminist, anti-FGM campaigner and professional over-sharer. She 

has spoken at events, including Women of the World, The Girl Summit, and 

the UN Commission on the Status of Women. She has also won numerous 

awards, including being named one of the Cosmopolitan's Woman of the Year 

2010, BBC's 100 Women of 2013, Red magazine Woman of the Year 2014 and 

6th on the Woman's Hour Power List 2014. Most recently she was named by 

The Sunday Times as one of Debrett's 500 most influential people in Britain. She 

continues to campaign against the practice of FGM and for women's issues and 

currently works for the Women's Equality Party and as an independent adviser 

on a number of government and non-government bodies.
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HOW TO HAVE FEMINIST SEX 

Flo Perry 

 

A fully-illustrated guide to loving your 

body and having a great sex life without 

the patriarchal bullshit 

We talk about feminism in the workplace and 

we talk about dating after #MeToo, but 

women’s own patriarchal conditioning can be 

the hardest enemy to defeat. When it comes 

to our sex lives, few of us are free of niggling 

fears and body image 

insecurities.  Rather than 

enjoying and exploring our 

bodies uninhibited, we worry 

about our bikini lines, bulging 

tummies, and whether we’re 

doing it ‘right’. 

Flo Perry is an illustrator and 

writer who enjoys making 

people laugh with her 

drawings. She spent three and 

a half years at BuzzFeed, 

editing, writing and illustrating 

edgy, viral content about sex 

and identity, and is now an 

expert on what people want to 

click on. She was once told she 

had a unique talent for drawing 

boobs in a totally unsexy way.
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DON’T TOUCH MY HAIR 

Emma Dabiri 

 

Despite our more liberal world views, 

black hair continues to be erased, 

appropriated and stigmatised to the 

point of taboo. Why is that? 

Recent years have seen the conversation 

around black hair reach tipping point, yet 

detractors still proclaim 'it's only hair!' when it 

never is. This book seeks to re-establish the 

cultural significance of African hairstyles, using 

them as a blueprint for decolonisation. Over a series of wry, informed essays, 

the author takes us from pre-colonial Africa, through the Harlem Renaissance, 

Black Power and into today's Natural Hair Movement, the Cultural 

Appropriation Wars and beyond. We look at the trajectory from hair 

capitalists like Madam CJ Walker in the early 1900s to the rise of Shea 

Moisture today, touching on everything from women's solidarity and friendship, 

to forgotten African scholars, to the dubious provenance of Kim Kardashian's 

braids. 

The scope of black hairstyling ranges from pop culture to cosmology, from 

prehistoric times to the (afro)futuristic. Uncovering sophisticated indigenous 

mathematical systems -  the bedrock of modern computing - in black hair 

styles, alongside styles that served as secret intelligence networks leading 

enslaved Africans to freedom, Don't Touch My Hair proves that far from being 

only hair, black hairstyling culture can be understood as an allegory for black 

oppression and, ultimately, liberation. 

Emma Dabiri is a teaching fellow in the Africa department at SOAS and a Visual 

Sociology PhD researcher at Goldsmiths. She regularly presents documentaries 

for the BBC - most recently, she hosted BBC Radio 4's critically-acclaimed 

documentary Journeys Into Afro-futurism. Her hair has been disappointing 

people since birth.
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AFROPEAN 

Documenting Black Europe 

Johny Pitts 

 

With empathy, humour and nuance, 

Johny Pitts travels the cities of Europe to 

uncover the state of contemporary black 

culture - a culture that is both African 

and European - not limited by either 

stereotype 

In the face of growing racial discrimination, anti-

immigrant sentiment and the spectre of terrorism looming large over an 

economically stricken continent, Afropean is an on-the-ground documentary of 

areas where Europeans of African descent are juggling their multiple allegiances 

and forging new identities: too indelibly woven into Europe to identify with 

Africa and yet struggling with outdated ideas of what it means to be European. 

Afropean will plot an alternative map of the continent, taking the reader to 

places like Cova Da Moura, the Cape Verdean shantytown on the outskirts of 

Lisbon with its own underground economy, and Rinkeby, the area of 

Stockholm that is eighty per cent Muslim. The author visits the former Patrice 

Lumumba University in Moscow, where West African students are still making 

the most of Cold War ties with the USSR, and Clichy Sous Bois in Paris, which 

gave birth to the 2005 riots. 

Johny Pitts is a writer, photographer and broadcast journalist. He has received 

various awards for his work exploring African-European identity, including a 

Decibel Penguin Prize and an ENAR (European Network Against Racism) 

award. He is the curator of the online journal Afropean.com, part of the 

Guardian's Africa Network and has collaborated with Caryl Philips on a 

photographic essay about London's immigrant communities for the BBC and 

Arts Council.
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THIS IS SHAKESPEARE  

Emma Smith 

 

A revelatory new look at Shakespeare, 

from 'the star of her generation of 

Shakespeare scholars'  

A genius and prophet whose timeless work 

encapsulates the human condition like no 

others. A writer who surpassed his 

contemporaries in vision, originality and 

literary mastery. Who wrote like an angel, 

putting it all so much better than anyone else. 

Is this Shakespeare? Well, sort of. 

But it doesn't really tell us the whole truth. So much of what we say about 

Shakespeare is either not true, or just not relevant, deflecting us from 

investigating the challenges of his inconsistencies and flaws. This electrifying 

new book thrives on revealing, not resolving, the ambiguities of Shakespeare's 

plays and their changing topicality. It introduces an intellectually, theatrically 

and ethically exciting writer who engages with intersectionality as much as with 

Ovid, with economics as much as poetry: who writes in strikingly modern ways 

about individual agency, privacy, politics, celebrity and sex. Smith takes us into 

a world of politicking and copy-catting, as we watch Shakespeare emulating the 

blockbusters of Christopher Marlowe and Thomas Kyd, the Spielberg and 

Tarantino of their day; flirting with and skirting round the cut-throat issues of 

succession politics, religious upheaval and technological change. The 

Shakespeare in this book poses awkward questions rather than offering bland 

answers, always implicating us in working out what it might mean. 

This is Shakespeare. And he needs your attention. 

Professor Emma J. Smith is lecturer in English at the University of Oxford, 

Professor of Shakespeare Studies, and a Fellow of Hertford College.
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CLEAR BRIGHT FUTURE 

A Radical Defence of the Human Being 

Paul Mason 

 

Has capitalism stripped us of our common 

humanity?  

Thanks to information technology, vast 

asymmetries of knowledge and power have 

opened up, facing us with a new problem. 

Through the screens of our devices, 

corporations and governments know what we’re 

doing and thinking, can predict our next moves 

and influence our behaviour. We, meanwhile, don’t have the right to know that 

any of this is going on. Paul Mason argues that all this is intimately connected to 

the urgent economic, political and moral crises we are experiencing. 

Clear Bright Future explores how, during recent decades, the free-market 

system reduced us to two-dimensional consumers, genetics stripped us of our 

belief in humans as agents of change, and now the forces of the authoritarian 

right are pushing the world towards an understanding of the human being that 

aims to impose new biological hierarchies based on race, gender and 

nationality. Underlying the dominance of these forces is the idea that human 

values no longer have foundation – an idea that, as we allow the presence of 

machines in our lives, we are tacitly coming to accept. And, if these forces are 

not stopped, we will relive something even worse than the 1930s. 

But there is another way. We have the power to design a better system, at the 

heart of which is a radical reassertion of our common humanity. All this, 

Mason asserts, starts with a simple, fundamental choice. Will we accept the 

machine control of human beings, or will we resist it? 

Paul Mason is an award-winning writer, broadcaster, and film-maker. Previously 

economics editor of Channel 4 News, his books include PostCapitalism, Why It's 

Kicking Off Everywhere: the New Global Revolutions, Live Working Die Fighting, and 

Rare Earth: A Novel.
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FUTURE NATION  

The Path to A More United World  

Hassan Damluji 

 

An incisive take on how to tackle global 

challenges by extending our 

understanding of national solidarity 

In recent years, a new political fault line has 

emerged in many countries, one so powerful 

that it overshadows the old struggle between 

the right and the left. In the process, important 

political questions such as the role of the state, 

the quality of public services and the boundaries of individual freedoms have 

been subsumed by the conflict between ‘globalists’ and ‘nationalists’. Hassan 

Damluji seeks to collapse this divide through an inclusive globalism that reaches 

out to those who now stand against it. 

In this timely and important book, he argues that the best way to think about 

people who say they are ‘citizens of the world’ is as a nationalist project whose 

goal is to create a nation for all humanity, the Future Nation. Far from being 

restricted to the ‘Party of Davos’, he shows that global identity is a truly mass 

phenomenon that is growing fastest in emerging countries and is holding its 

ground in richer ones. Rather than a ‘nowhere’ identity, it is a new group 

solidarity that sits alongside other allegiances. 

To overcome the polarization between globalists and their critics, Damluji 

offers six key principles which can help swing the narrative in favour of a more 

united world. Drawing on an extraordinary range of examples from the United 

States to India, China and the Middle East, Future Nation offers a boldly 

optimistic and pragmatic blueprint. 

Hasan Damluji leads the Middle East team at the Gates Foundation. He is a co-

founder of the $2 Billion Lives and Livelihoods Fund, the largest multilateral 

development fund in the Middle East. He has been named as one of the 100 

most influential Arabs under 40, by Arabian Business magazine.
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THE TRUST DILEMMA 

Damian Bradfield 

 

We're living in an extraordinary 

age: the age of digital trust 

From the moment we wake up and 

unlock our phones, we're producing data. 

We offer up our unique fingerprint to the 

web, scan our route to work, listen to a 

guided meditation or favourite playlist, 

slide money around, share documents 

and update our social media accounts. We reach for our phones up to 200 

times a day not knowing which companies are storing, using, selling and 

manipulating our data.  

But do we care? We're busy. We've got lives. We're pressed for time! There 

aren't enough hours in the day to read the terms and conditions! Or maybe 

we're happy to trade our personal data for convenient services that make our 

lives easier? 

Big data is the phenomenon of our age but should we trust it without 

question? This is The Trust Dilemma. 

In 2009, Damian Bradfield founded WeTransfer, the largest file-sharing 

platform in the world with 44 million global users shipping more than one 

billion files of data a month. His unique experience of the big data economy has 

led him to question whether if there is another way to build the internet, one 

that is fairer and safer for everyone and, in The Trust Dilemma, he lays out this 

vision. 

Damien Bradfield is the founder and CEO of WeTransfer.
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THE GOVERNMENT OF NO ONE 

The Theory and Practice of 

Anarchism 

Ruth Kinna 

 

A magisterial study of one of the 

most controversial political 

movements  

Often associated with chaos or disorder, 

anarchy defies definition and routinely 

gets a bad press. And yet from Occupy to Pussy Riot, Noam Chomsky to 

David Graeber, this philosophical and political movement is as relevant as ever. 

Contrary to popular perception, different strands of anarchism - from 

individualism to collectivism - do follow certain structures and a shared sense 

of purpose: a belief in freedom and working towards collective good without 

the interference of the state.  

In this powerful, sympathetic account, political theorist Ruth Kinna traces the 

tumultuous history of anarchism, starting with thinkers and activists such as 

Peter Kropotkin and Emma Goldman and through key events like the Paris 

Commune and the Haymarket affair. Skilfully introducing us to the nuanced 

theories of a range of anarchist groups from around the world, Anarchize 

reveals what makes a supposedly chaotic movement particularly adaptable and 

effective over centuries. 

Ruth Kinna is Professor of Political Theory at Loughborough University, 

working in the Department of Politics, History and International Relations 

where she specialises in political philosophy. She is the author of William Morris: 

The Art of Socialism and co-editor of the journal Anarchist Studies.
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LESSONS IN STOICISM 

John Sellars 

 

A deeply enlightening book on the 

meaning of Stoicism and how to lead 

more thoughtful lives 

What aspects of your life do you really 

control? And what do you do when you 

cannot guarantee that things will turn out in 

your favour? 

In the past few years, Stoicism has been making a comeback. From a popular 

subreddit to Stoicism badges and how-to guides, this philosophical movement 

is gaining more followers. But what exactly did the Stoics believe and how did 

they live their lives? In Lessons in Stoicism, philosopher John Sellars weaves 

together the key ideas of the three great Roman Stoics - Seneca, Epictetus and 

Marcus Aurelius - with snapshots of their fascinating lives.  

In elegant, vivid prose, Sellars shows how the works of these three Stoics have 

inspired readers ever since, speaking as they do to some of the perennial issues 

that face anyone trying to navigate their way through life. Their works, 

fundamentally, are about how to live - how to understand one's place in the 

world, how to cope when things don't go well, how to manage one's emotions, 

and how to behave towards others.  

Consoling and inspiring, Lessons in Stoicism is a deeply thoughtful guide to the 

philosophy of a good life. 

John Sellars is a Lecturer in Philosophy at Royal Holloway, University of 

London and a member of Wolfson College, Oxford. He is the author of The 

Art of Living and one of the founding members of Modern Stoicism, the group 

behind Stoic Week, an annual trans-Atlantic event inviting members of the 

public to 'live like a Stoic for a week' to see how it might improve their lives.
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THE MATHEMATICS OF THE GODS 

AND THE ALGORITHMS OF MEN  

A Cultural History  

Paolo Zellini 

 

A masterful cultural history of 

mathematics from a bestselling Italian 

mathematician and philosopher 

Is mathematics a discovery or an invention? 

Have we invented numbers or do they truly 

exist? What sort of reality could we attribute to 

them? 

Mathematics has always been a way of understanding and ordering the world: 

from sacred ancient texts and pre-Socratic philosophers to twentieth-century 

logicians such as Russell and Frege and beyond.  

In this masterful, elegant book, mathematician and philosopher Paolo Zellini 

offers a brief cultural and intellectual history of mathematics, from ancient 

Greece to India to our contemporary obsession with algorithms, showing how 

mathematical thinking is inextricably linked with philosophical, existential and 

religious questions - and indeed with our cosmic understanding of the world. 

Paolo Zellini is a professor of Mathematics at the University of Rome where 

his research focuses on numerical analysis and the evolution of mathematical 

thought. He is the author of the international bestseller A Brief History of Infinity 

which Italo Calvino described as 'one of the most important books of the 

twentieth or twenty-first centuries'.
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LICENCE TO BE BAD 

How Economics Corrupted Us 

Jonathan Aldred 

 

A scathing examination of how, by making 

market efficiency our moral standard, 

we've come to believe that bad is good 

Over the past fifty years, the way we value what 

is 'good' and 'right' has changed dramatically. 

Behaviour that to our grandparents' generation 

might have seemed stupid, harmful or simply 

wicked now seems rational, natural, woven into 

the very logic of things. As Jonathan Aldred asserts in this revelatory new 

book, it's economics that's to blame. 

Licence to be Bad tells the story of how a group of economic theorists changed 

our world, and how a handful of key ideas seeped into our decision-making 

and, indeed, almost all aspects of our lives. If, now, we're happy to accept that 

there can be a market in anything, from queue-jumping to health and 

education, and to prisoners 'upgrading' to a better class of cell - though we 

may still draw the line at a market for babies - we have these theorists to 

thank.  

From the logic of game theory, developed in the paranoid world of 

mathematical-military think tanks in the Cold War, which became the 

economists' paradigm of rational choice; to the emergence of 'free riding' - 

cooperation as irrational, because if you do it, no one else will - and the 

incentivising social engineering of Nudge, Aldred reveals the extraordinary hold 

of economics on our morals and values. 

In short, economics has corrupted us. But if this hidden transformation is so 

recent, it can be reversed. Licence to be Bad shows us where to begin. 

Jonathan Aldred is a Fellow and Director of Studies at Emmanuel College, 

Cambridge.
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GOOD BANK, BAD BANK  

How I Started A Revolution and 

Changed Banking Forever 

Anne Boden 

 

An awe-inspiring story of how one 

woman took on the financial 

establishment and founded the fast-

growing digital bank, Starling 

“I surprised myself the first time I fully 

articulated the words, ‘I'm starting a bank.’” 

Good Bank, Bad Bank is the insider account of one woman's quest to 

revolutionize Britain's broken banking system.  

A career at the pinnacle of some of the UK's top banks had left Anne Boden 

disillusioned with the sector. The financial crash and emerging technologies 

presented vast opportunity for change, but change it would not. Increasingly 

frustrated, Anne decided to do something radical - set up her own bank. 

In this awe-inspiring story Anne reveals how she defied the odds to realize her 

vision for the future of consumer banking. She founded Starling Bank, which 

went on to win Best British Bank at the British Bank Awards 2018, and in 

doing so has triggered a movement that is shaking up the entire banking 

system. 

Anne Boden is the CEO and founder of Starling Bank, the UK's first digital-only 

bank which she founded in 2014. She graduated in computer science and 

chemistry and started her career at Lloyds Bank where she helped launch the 

UK's first real-time payments system. She has held various executive-level jobs 

in the banking sector, including being Head of EMEA, Global Transaction 

Banking across 34 countries for RBS and ABN AMRO, before leaving to start 

her own bank that could realise the potential of technology in financial 

services. She also runs the #MakeMoneyEqual campaign to address gender 

inequality in the banking industry.
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ORIGINS  

A Global History of Science  

James Poskett  

 

The interconnected stories of global 

science from the 1600s to the present 

day  

The invention of modern science is often 

attributed to European names - Copernicus, 

Newton, Einstein, Hawking. But this is 

misleading. A piece of propaganda 

maintained by ignorance, colonialism and 

cold-war rivalries. Origins is the much needed, radical rejoinder to that myth. 

Looking more closely at the history of science, we see that it is not, and has 

never been, a uniquely European endeavour. Innovation springs from 

interaction, creativity is triggered by connection, discovery is a process of 

accumulated, incremental steps - the idea of a lone (white, male) ‘genius’ 

operating in both historic and geographic vacuums is fantasy.  

Origins traces the routes of our knowledge, uncovers science’s unsung heroes, 

investigates the interplay between distinct models of science and shows how 

the history of science is the history of trade, politics, globalisation and 

economics. As we move into a world that’s ever more networked and 

connected, this pioneering new study helps us not simply rethink the past, but 

to look askance at the horizon line of our understanding, and on into a 

brighter future.  

James Poskett is Assistant Professor in the History of Science and Technology 

at the University of Warwick. He writes broadly about the history of science 

and technology, and his first book, Materials of the Mind: Phrenology, Race and 

the Global History of Science, 1815–1920, will be published in 2019 by University 

of Chicago Press. He was shortlisted for the BBC New Generation Thinker 

Award and won the Best Newcomer Prize from the Association of British 

Science Writers.  
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EINSTEIN’S WAR 

How Relativity Conquered the World  

Matthew Stanley 
 

How an unknown German and an 

Englishman on opposite sides of WWI 

created a scientific revolution 

In 1916, Arthur Eddington, a war-weary British 

astronomer, opened a letter written by an 

obscure German professor named Einstein. The neatly printed equations on 

the scrap of paper outlined his world-changing theory of general relativity. 

Until then, Einstein's masterpiece of time and space had been trapped behind 

the physical and ideological lines of battle, unknown. Many Britons were 

rejecting anything German, but Eddington realized the importance of the letter: 

perhaps Einstein's esoteric theory could not only change the foundations of 

science but also lead to international co-operation in a time of brutal war. 

We usually think of scientific discovery as a flash of individual inspiration, but 

here we see it is the result of hard work, gambles and wrong turns - in this 

case subject to the petty concerns of nations, religions and individuals. Einstein 

spent a decade working out his Theory of Relativity, and his ascent to global 

celebrity also owed much to against-the-odds international collaboration.  

Einstein's War is a moving human story of a pair on opposite sides of history 

who came together for science. It sheds light on science through history, and 

the physics is more accessible as a result: we see relativity built brick-by-brick 

in front of us, as it happened 100 years ago. 

Matthew Stanley is professor of the history of science at New York 

University's Gallatin School of Individualized Study. He has published two 

academic books and has written for Physics Today, Physics World and the Los 

Angeles Review of Books. He has a podcast, What the If?!?, and has appeared 

on documentaries on the History Channel, BBC and NPR. This is his first trade 

book.
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IT’S A GAS 

The Intangible Stuff We Can’t Do 

Without 

Mark Miodownik 

 

The secret life of gases - the strange, 

elusive and fascinating substances that 

shape our world - from one of our best-

known scientists 

Why are most gases invisible, odourless and 

tasteless? Why do some poison us and others 

make us laugh? And why do some power our 

engines while others make drinks fizzy?  

It is the dreamlike quality of gases, their vivid intangibility, and their powerful 

role in our lives that fascinates us. It's A Gas is structured around a series of 

dreams - from being chased, flying and falling to being naked in public - each 

linked to the properties of a different type of gas. From the way in which gases 

like nitrous oxide and chloroform get into our bloodstream and affect our 

neural pathways, to the gases that make plants grow and flowers smell, 

Miodownik masterfully explains gases through his unique brand of scientific 

storytelling, making it enjoyable and accessible. Miodownik gives shape and 

colour to these weird and wonderful substances in this fact-packed gem of a 

book. 

A Financial Times Master of Science and 

chosen by The Times as one of the 100 

most influential scientists in the UK, Mark 

Miodownik is Professor of Materials and 

Society at University College London, 

where he is also Director of the Institute 

of Making. He is the author of Stuff 

Matters, a New York Times bestseller which 

won the Royal Society Winton Prize. 
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THE BILINGUAL MIND 

Albert Costa 

 

The definitive book on bilingualism and 

its impact on the human brain from a 

leading expert 

What exactly does it mean for two languages 

to coexist in the same brain? How do babies 

exposed to different languages differentiate 

between them? And how does brain injury 

affect the two languages? 

Bilingualism is quickly becoming the rule rather than the exception as more 

than half of the world's population is able to communicate in more than one 

language.  

In The Bilingual Mind, leading expert Albert Costa guides us through the latest 

research exploring the many fascinating questions raised by bilingualism: from 

how children exposed to two different languages determine between them to 

bilingualism's influence on our decision-making skills. Examining the impact of 

language across our development, Costa reveals the advantages and challenges 

of bilingualism and how they can help us better understand how language 

works. 

Albert Costa is Research Professor at Pompeu Fabra University in Barcelona 

where he is currently directing the Speech Production and Bilingualism Group 

at the Centre for Brain and Cognition. He did post-doctoral work in the 

United States at MIT and Harvard before working in Italy and Spain. His 

research focuses on the cognitive and neural underpinnings of language 

processing.  
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DRAGON IN A SUITCASE 

Paul Craddock 

 

The rich, surprising, and occasionally 

macabre history of transplant surgery 

Transplant surgery is as ancient as the 

pyramids, and Dragon In A Suitcase takes us on 

a journey starting with sixteenth-century skin 

grafting and advancing to modern organ 

transplants.  

In this book Paul Craddock uncovers strange 

stories of transplants performed by 

unexpected people. These range from architect Sir Christopher Wren who 

was a pioneer in blood transfusion in the 1660s, to the eighteenth-century 

grave robber dentists who stole teeth from corpses, to the famous twentieth-

century seamstress, Marie Anne Leroudier, who taught the surgeon Alexis 

Carrel how to stitch and sew human skin.  

Transplant surgery has constantly tested the boundaries between human, 

animal and machine. Throughout its history we have conceived of our bodies 

as tree bark for grafting, fabric for stitching, and a commodity to carve up and 

sell. Beyond the scalpels, pumps and valves, this is a book about how we 

understand our bodies, and what it means to be human.  

Paul Craddock is an Honorary Senior Research Associate in the Division of 

Surgery and Interventional Sciences at UCL Medical School in London. His PhD 

explored how transplants have for centuries invited reflection on human 

identity, a subject on which he has also lectured internationally. Dragon In A 

Suitcase is his first book.
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ABOUT TIME  

Twelve Clocks that Shaped the 

Modern World  

David Rooney 
 

The enthralling story of the twelve 

timepieces that shaped the human 

story 

 

Why do we make clocks?  Why keep time?  

With the invention of time came the 

invention of history. It wasn't until the 

beginnings of civilisation that we started to 

track our progress through the day, and from that moment, at every 

revolutionary moment, the way we keep time has transformed.  

Like the demarcations on a clock, Dr David Rooney takes us through twelve 

iterations of timekeeping. From ancient sundials during the agricultural 

revolution, to the Apple Watch and the digital era - at each of these ‘hours’, 

the times have changed. 

This is the story of timing. And the story of timing is the story of us. 

David Rooney is an Associate Fellow of the Institute of Historical Research, a 

director of three horological charities, Chair of the Electrical Horology Group, 

and sits on the management committee of the Clockmakers’ Museum, the 

oldest clock and watch museum in the world. He is Keeper of Technologies 

and Engineering at the Science Museum, London, and was formerly Curator of 

Timekeeping at the Royal Observatory Greenwich. 
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A HISTORY OF THE BIBLE 

The Book and Its Faiths  

John Barton 

 

A uniquely ambitious study of the Bible's 

creation: how it came to be written, how 

its contents were selected, and how it 

really relates to the religions that endorse 

it 

The Bible is the central book in Western 

culture, yet extraordinarily there is no proper 

history of it. This exceptional work, by one of 

the world's leading Biblical scholars, provides a full account of how the 

different parts of the Bible came to be written; how some writings which were 

regarded as holy became canonical and were included in the Bible, and others 

were not; what the relationship is of the different parts of the Bible to each 

other; and how, once it became a stable text, the Bible has been disseminated 

and interpreted around the world.  

It gives full weight to discussion of the importance of the Tanakh (Old 

Testament) in Judaism as in Christianity. It also demonstrates the degree to 

which, contrary to widespread belief, both Judaism and Christianity are not 

faiths drawn from the Bible texts but from other sources and traditions. It 

shows that if we are to regard the Bible as 'authoritative' it cannot be as 

believers have so often done in the past. 

John Barton was the Oriel and Laing Professor of the Interpretation of Holy 

Scripture at the University of Oxford from 1991 to 2014 and since 1973 has 

been a serving priest in the Church of England. He is the author of numerous 

books on the Bible, co-editor of The Oxford Bible Commentary and editor of The 

Cambridge Companion to Biblical Interpretation. He was elected a Fellow of the 

British Academy in 2007 and is a Corresponding Fellow of the Norwegian 

Academy of Science and Letters.
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PHILOSOPHER OF THE HEART  

The Restless Life of Søren Kierkegaard 

Clare Carlisle  

 

A highly original approach to the life 

and thought of one of the world's most 

compelling philosophers 

Søren Kierkegaard is one of the most 

passionate and challenging of all modern 

philosophers, and is often regarded as the 

founder of existentialism. Over about a 

decade in the 1840s and 1850s, writings 

poured from his pen pursuing the question of existence - how to be a human 

being in the world? - while exploring the possibilities of Christianity and 

confronting the failures of its institutional manifestation around him.  

Much of his creativity sprang from his relationship with the young woman 

whom he promised to marry, then left to devote himself to writing, a 

relationship which remained decisive for the rest of his life. He deliberately 

lived in the swim of human life in Copenhagen, but alone, and died exhausted 

in 1855 at the age of 42, bequeathing his remarkable writings to his erstwhile 

fiancée. 

Clare Carlisle's innovative and moving biography writes Kierkegaard's life as far 

as possible from his own perspective, to convey what it was like actually being 

this Socrates of Christendom - as he put it, living life forwards yet only 

understanding it backwards. 

Clare Carlisle is Reader in Philosophy and Theology at King's College, London. 

She is a regular contributor to the Times Literary Supplement and has written 

dozens of articles on philosophy for the Guardian. Her last book, On Habit, was 

named Outstanding Academic Title of 2014 by Choice, and she has recently 

edited George Eliot's translation of Spinoza's Ethics. She grew up in 

Manchester, studied philosophy and theology at Cambridge, and now lives in 

Hackney. 
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LIVES OF EMPIRES  

Peter Heather and John Rapley 

 

Can the West make itself great again? 

The West is in crisis: we’ve grown decadent 

in our addiction to sports stadia and shopping 

malls; our democracy doesn’t work; 

deindustrialization has resulted in a 

catastrophic decline in economic opportunity; 

and the barbarians are at the gates. So warn 

the conservative prophets of populism. And 

to give weight to their existential angst, they reach constantly for one historical 

example: the Roman Empire, which, weakened by immigration and the erosion 

of its own values, gradually crumbled and fell. 

But if the prophets of doom talk a lot about Rome, they spend much less time 

reading about it. 

In this provocative and engaging new book, acclaimed historian Peter Heather 

and political economist John Rapley argue that Rome fell because of external 

pressures which it had itself unleashed – and it’s this very similar process, one 

triggered by imperial exploitation, that now threatens the dominance of the 

West. Properly understood, the authors contend, Rome’s collapse has valuable 

lessons for our own times. The result for us need not be catastrophic decline 

and fall. It could be very dark – or it could be very bright. 

Both Peter Heather and John Rapley have made their names as scholars of the 

imperial periphery. One of the world’s most renowned early medieval 

historians, Peter Heather is Professor of History at King’s College London; his 

many books include the acclaimed The Fall of the Roman Empire. John Rapley is 

one of the world’s recognised authorities on contemporary global 

development, and his books include, most recently, Twilight of the Money Gods. 

He is a Fellow of St Edmund’s College, University of Cambridge. 
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THE ANXIOUS TRIUMPH  

The Making of Global Capitalism, 1880-

1914 

Donald Sassoon 

 

The long-awaited magnum opus of one of 

Britain's most wide-ranging historians 

Capitalism has co-existed with many different 

kinds of states, from Victorian Britain to 

republican France and confederate Switzerland, 

from Fascist and Nazi regimes to post-war 

European democracies, from post-Meiji Japan to 

south-east Asian and Latin American dictatorships, communist China and even 

Russia.  

Today, the march of capitalism appears inexorable - but it was not always so. 

In this riveting account of the rise of global capitalism from the 1880s until 

1914, Donald Sassoon describes how after industrialisation swept the world in 

the early nineteenth century the modernisation of society and global capitalism 

followed. With capitalism, Sassoon argues, for the first time in the history of 

humanity, there was a social system able to provide a high level of 

consumption for the majority of those who lived within its bounds; its only 

rival, communism, was to fail miserably. But, in time, capitalism proved a 

devastating force in need of regulation, whose inbuilt traits were anxiety and 

crisis.  

With astonishing breadth of vision and scholarship, Sassoon encompasses the 

first great modern economic globalisation, forerunner to today's consumer 

society, in this original and compelling book. 

Donald Sassoon is Emeritus Professor of Comparative European History at 

Queen Mary College, London. His previous books include One Hundred Years 

of Socialism (1996) and The Culture of the Europeans (2006), both widely 

translated. He gives his lectures at universities and conferences all over the 

world, and reviews regularly for the Guardian.
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A HISTORY OF THE ISLAMIC WORLD 

IN 15 CITIES  

Justin Marozzi 

 

An innovative history of the Islamic World 

through the cities which epitomised it 

 

The world of Islam has produced some of the 

greatest cities ever seen. At their zenith they 

were highly cultured, cosmopolitan and 

commercial, rich from exchange with nations 

across the globe. During their nadir, they have 

become cultural wastelands: introverted, narrow, frequently cruel and 

dangerous.  

 

This epic history of the Islamic world alights on fifteen cities at key - important, 

glorious, ascendant, prosperous, ruinous, tragic, violent - moments in the 

fifteen centuries since the birth of Islam. Ranging from Mecca in the seventh 

century to Doha in the twenty first, the book traces a number of fundamental 

world-changing themes and how they have unfolded during the evolution of 

the urban Middle East: religion, cosmopolitanism and relations between the 

three Abrahamic faiths; trade, tribe and tolerance; cultural innovation and 

cultural introspection; competition and conflict; nationalism and colonialism; 

the projection of power and its architectural realization. Marozzi captivatingly 

combines history with reportage, and places storytelling and incident at the 

fore. 

 

Justin Marozzi is a Councillor of the Royal Geographic Society and a Senior 

Research Fellow at Buckingham University. He has broadcast for BBC Radio 4, 

and contributes to publications including the Financial Times, for which he has 

worked in Iraq, Afghanistan and Darfur. His previous books include the 

bestselling Tamerlane: Sword of Islam, a Sunday Telegraph Book of the Year, 

Baghdad: City of Peace, The Man Who Invented History: Travels with Herodotus, and 

City of Blood.
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THE LION AND THE LOTUS 

A History of India, 1000-1800 

Richard Eaton 

 

A major new history of India under the 

rule of the dynasties that have left one 

of the greatest of all artistic legacies 

 

The Indian subcontinent might seem a nearly 

complete and self-contained world.  

Protected by vast mountains and seas, it 

created its own religions, philosophies and social systems. And yet between 

the eleventh and eighteenth centuries, this ancient land and its varied societies 

experienced prolonged and intense interaction with the peoples and cultures 

of East and Southeast Asia, Europe, Africa, and especially, Central Asia and the 

Iranian plateau.  

The Lion And The Lotus tells this extraordinary story with relish and originality.  

Richard Eaton’s major theme is the rise of 'Persianate' culture - a many-faceted 

transregional world informed and stabilized by a canon of texts that circulated 

across much of Asia. Introduced to India in the eleventh century by dynasties 

based in eastern Afghanistan, this culture would become thoroughly 

indigenized by the time of the great Mughals in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and 

eighteenth centuries. This long-term process of cultural interaction and 

assimilation is reflected in language, literature, cuisine, attire, religion, styles of 

rulership and warfare, science, art, music and more.  

The book brilliantly elaborates the complex encounter between India's Sanskrit 

culture ('the Lotus') - an equally rich complex that continued to flourish 

throughout this period - and Persian culture ('the Lion'), which helped shape 

the Delhi Sultanate, the Mughal Empire, and a host of regional states. 

Richard Eaton has over a long career published a number of ground-breaking 

books on India. The Lion and the Lotus draws on a lifetime of teaching and 

research. He is Professor of History at the University of Arizona.
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DRESDEN  

The Fire and the Darkness  

Sinclair McKay 

 

The bestselling historian’s gripping 

account of the Allied bombing of 

Dresden for the 75th anniversary 

In February 1945 the Allies obliterated the 

‘Florence of the Elbe’. Explosive bombs 

weighing over 1000lbs fell every seven and 

a half seconds and an estimated 25,000 

people were killed. Was Dresden a legitimate military target or was the 

bombing a last act of atavistic mass murder in a war already won? 

From the history of the city to the attack itself – which bestselling author 

Sinclair McKay describes in a minute-by-minute account, from the first of the 

marker flares to the flames that reached almost a mile high – and through the 

eerie period of reconstruction in the years that followed, Dresden approaches 

the bombing on a carefully human scale. 

Impeccably researched and deeply moving, McKay uses never-before-seen 

sources to relate the untold stories of civilians and the military, vividly 

conveying the texture of life in and above a decimated city. This is a 

masterpiece of narrative history. 

Sinclair McKay is the bestselling author of The Secret Life of Bletchley Park, 

Bletchley Park Brainteasers and The Secret Listeners. He writes regularly for the 

Telegraph and the Mail on Sunday and lives in London.
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HITLER: ONLY THE WORLD WAS 

ENOUGH 

A Biography  

Brendan Simms 

 

A powerful and searing biography of 

Hitler and the poisonous ideas behind 

his actions 

‘It is an illusion to believe that leaders gain in 

profundity while they gain experience ... the 

convictions that leaders have formed before 

reaching high office are the intellectual capital they will consume as long as they 

continue in office' – Henry Kissinger 

For generations we have been hypnotized by the catastrophic, implausible way 

that Hitler came to seize power - the familiar story of the innumerable 

obstacles which fell aside to allow such a strange figure to rule a major 

European state. Brendan Simms's major new biography has a very different 

focus. It is the first attempt to fully get to grips with the true origins of Hitler's 

ideas themselves, and focuses on what those ideas really were and how they 

emerged. This gives a very different picture of Hitler, highlighting both how 

deeply he reflected wider paranoid geopolitical German concepts, as well as his 

obsession with the United States (which loomed far greater in his imagination 

than the Soviet Union). It was this poisonous mix which was to have such a 

terrible impact on Europe's future. Brendan Simms's book is the first to take 

these beliefs seriously, demonstrating how, as ever, it is ideas that are the true 

source of the most murderous behaviour. 

Brendan Simms is Professor of the History of International Relations at the 

University of Cambridge. His books include Unfinest Hour: Britain and the 

Destruction of Bosnia (shortlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize) and Europe: The 

Struggle for Supremacy, 1453 to the Present, which was published in 2013 to 

extraordinary reviews.
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LIVING WITH THE GODS 

Neil MacGregor 
Until recently, it was widely assumed that religion was on the wane 

almost everywhere: now, far from becoming marginalised, the 

relationship between faith and society has moved back to the centre of 

politics and global conversation. Neil MacGregor's new book traces 

how different societies have understood and articulated their place in 

the cosmic scheme. He examines mankind's beliefs not from the 

perspective of institutional religions, but by focusing on the shared 

narratives that have shaped societies - and on what happens when 

different narratives run up against each other. 

Allen Lane | 17 September 2018 | 512 pp  

Rights sold: Germany (C H Beck Verlag), Italy (Adelphi Edizioni), Spain 

(Debate), The Netherlands (Hollands Diep), US (Knopf) 

 

 

 
A SHORT HISTORY OF EUROPE 

Simon Jenkins 
In this dazzling new history, Simon Jenkins tells the story of Europe’s 

evolution from a battlefield of warring tribes to peace, wealth and 

freedom. Jenkins embraces individuals from Julius Caesar to Angela 

Merkel, as well as cultural figures from Aristotle to Shakespeare and 

Picasso.Tracing themes down the ages, from youthful ambition and 

religious conflict to geographical constraints and invasion, he brings 

together the key forces and dominant periods into one chronological 

narrative - all with his usual insight, colour and authority. 

Viking | 08 November 2018 | 400 pp  

Rights sold: Greece (Psichogios), Lithuania (Vaga), Taiwan (The Commercial 

Press), US (Public Affairs)  

 

 

 
A POLITICAL HISTORY OF THE WORLD 

Jonathan Holslag 
The dream of peace has been universal in the history of humanity. So 

why have we so rarely been able to achieve it? Jonathan Holslag has 

produced a sweeping history of the world, from the Iron Age to the 

present, that investigates the causes of conflict between empires, 

nations and peoples and the attempts at diplomacy and 

cosmopolitanism. In a truly global approach, Holslag searches for 

patterns across different eras and regions, and explores larger 

questions about war, diplomacy, and power. 

Pelican | 25 October 2018 | 656 pp  

Rights sold: China (Penguin China), Greece (Metaichmio), Italy (Il Saggiatore), 

Taiwan (Agora Publishing House), The Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), Ukraine 

(ECEM Media) 
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THE KEY TO HAPPINESS 

Meik Wiking 
Happiness is just around the corner with this practical guide from 

happiness researcher Meik Wiking. Previously published in colour 

with illustrations as The Little Book of Lykke.  

Penguin Life | 07 March 2019 | 256 pp 

Rights sold: Arab World (That Al Salasil), Brazil (Casa da Palavra), Bulgaria 

(Hermes), Canada (Penguin Books), China (Citic), Czech Republic (Jota), 

Denmark (Turbine), Estonia (Tanapaev), Finland (Readme), France 

(Editions First), Germany (Bastei Lübbe), Greece (Minoas), Hungary 

(Kossuth), Israel (Modan), Japan (Mikasa-shobo), Korea (Next Wave 

Media), Lithuania (Jotema), Netherlands (A W Bruna), Polish (Czarna 

Owca), Portugal (Zero a Oito), Romania (Litera), Russia (Azbooka-Atticus), 

Slovakia (Absynt), Spain (Cúpula), Thailand (Bookscape), The Netherlands 

(AW Bruna), Turkey (Pegasus), Ukraine (Hemiro), US (HarperCollins), 

Vietnam (Vietnam AZ Communication)  

 
 
 

INTO THE FOREST  

Dr Qing Li 
A practical, illustrated guide from the world-leading immunologist 

Dr Qing Li on how exposure to the woods and nature can reap 

health benefits. A pillar of Japanese culture for decades, forest 

bathing fosters health, happiness and a sense of calm. Previously 

published in colour with illustrations as Shinrin-Yoku. 

Penguin Life | 06 June 2019 | 384 pp  

Rights sold: Bulgaria (Hermes), China (Citic), Czech Republic (Euromedia), 

Denmark (Gyldendal Dansk), Estonia (Hea Lugu), Finland (Readme.FI), 

France (Editions First), Germany (Rowohlt), Hungary (Kossuth), Italy 

(Mondadori Libri), Korea (Prunsasang), Poland (Insignis), Portugal (2020 

Editora), Romania (Lifestyle), Russia (Eksmo), Slovakia (Ikar), Spain (Roca 

Editorial), Sweden (Modernista), Taiwan (Linking), Thailand (ThaiHa 

Books), The Netherlands (AW Bruna), US (Penguin) 

 

 
 

THE CRYSTAL CODE 

Tamara Driessen 
Our lives are pretty stressful, and working with crystals is a way to 

slow down that frenetic world, realign your intentions and find the 

inner calm we all seek. The Crystal Code explains how to harness the 

power of these awesome rocks, introducing us to 70 stones and 

their unique personalities. It will show you how to find the perfect 

crystals to empower and energise you and will teach you some easy 

rituals, meditations and crystallized self-care routines. 

Penguin Life | 25 October 2018 | 272 pp  

Rights sold: Canada (Penguin Books), US (Ballantine) 
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UNCLE OSCAR'S CHAIRS 

Magnus Englund and Daniel Frost 
A lovely collaboration between a traditional book on the alphabet 

and a guide to the world's iconic chairs, written by a Scandinavian 

furniture expert and designed by a leading British illustrator (who is 

also nuts about chairs). Uncle Oscar's Chairs is the children's book 

you'll find in design stores, or the design book you'll find in the 

children's section of the bookshop. 

Particular Books | 06 September 2018 | 64 pp  

 

 

 
 
 
 

FEMINISTS DON’T WEAR PINK (AND OTHER LIES) 

Scarlett Curtis  
We asked 52 women: what does feminism mean to you? The result is 

extraordinary. Curated by journalist and activist Scarlett Curtis, with 

incredible pieces by the following contributors: Emma Watson - Zoe 

Sugg - Keira Knightley - Gemma Arterton - Bridget Jones (by Helen 

Fielding) - Saoirse Ronan - Liv Little - Dolly Alderton - Karen Gillan - 

Alicia Garza - Jameela Jamil - Kat Dennings - Nimko Ali - Beanie 

Feldstein - Olivia Perez - Amika George - Evanna Lynch - Akilah 

Hughes - Tanya Burr - Grace Campbell - Alison Sudol - Kiernan 

Shipka - Elyse Fox - Charlie Craggs - Rhyannon Styles - Skai Jackson - 

Tasha Bishop - Lolly Adefope - Bronwen Brenner - Dr Alaa Murabit - 

Trisha Shetty - Jordan Hewson - Amy Trigg - Em Odesser - Emi 

Mahmoud - Lydia Wilson - Swati Sharma 

Penguin | 04 October 2018 | 384 pp  

Rights sold: Germany (Goldmann Verlag), Hungary (Mano), Russia (AST), 

The Netherlands (Blossom Books), US (Ballantine) 

 

 

 
 

 

 
THE CONTAGIOUS COMMANDMENTS  

Paul Kemp-Robertson and Chris Barth 
Some concepts are so compelling you have to share them. But what 

makes an idea so infectious you can't keep it to yourself? And how can 

brands produce these kinds of ideas intentionally rather than by 

chance? In The Contagious Commandments, Robertson and Barth 

condense valuable research from Contagious, the globally renowned 

magazine for the marketing industry, into ten strategic takeaways for 

your own marketing revolution. The book explores how companies 

fuse creativity, technology and behavioural psychology to achieve truly 

original marketing ideas that have a positive impact on society and 

profits - and how your brand can too. 

Portfolio Penguin | 01 November 2018 | 304 pp 
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UNNATURAL CAUSES 

Dr Richard Shepherd 
As one of the world's top forensic pathologists, Dr Richard Shepherd 

has spent a lifetime uncovering the secrets of the dead. When death 

is sudden or unexplained, it falls to Shepherd to establish the cause. 

Each post-mortem is a detective story in its own right. From serial 

killer to natural disaster, 'perfect murder' to freak accident, Shepherd 

takes nothing for granted in pursuit of truth, and his evidence has put 

killers behind bars, freed the innocent and turned open-and-shut 

cases on their heads. Unnatural Causes is an unputdownable record of 

an extraordinary life, a unique insight into a remarkable profession, 

and above all a powerful and reassuring testament to lives cut short. 

Michael Joseph | 20 September 2018 | 400 pp  

Rights sold: Italy (Longanesi), Poland (Insignis), Russia (Eksmo), Taiwan 

(Marco Polo Press) 

 

 

 
 

ONE DAY IN DECEMBER 

Josie Silver 
Two people. Ten chances. One unforgettable love story.  

Penguin | 18 October 2018 | 432 pp  

Rights sold: Brazil (Bertrand Editora Brasil), Bulgaria (Ibis), Czech Republic 

(Grada), Finland (Otava), France (Leduc), Germany (Heyne Verlag), Greece 

(Klidarithmos), Hungary (XXI. SZázad), Iceland (Forlagid), Israel (Dani 

Books), Italy (Casa Editrice Corbaccio), Norway (Vigmostad & Bjørke), 

Poland (Swiat Ksiazki), Portugal (Planeta), Romania (Editura Nemira), 

Russia (Azbooka-Atticus), Serbia (Vulkan), Slovakia (Fortuna), Slovenia 

(Mladinska Knjiga Zalozba), Spain (PRHGE), Sweden (Norstedts Forlag), 

The Netherlands (Luitingh-Sijthoff), Turkey (Epsilon Yayinevi), Ukraine 

(Hemiro), US (Crown) 

 

 

 
THE GLASS WOMAN 

Caroline Lea 
1686, Iceland. Betrothed unexpectedly to Jon Eriksson, Rosa travels 

to the isolated, windswept village of Stykkisholmur. Here, the 

villagers are suspicious of outsiders - especially one from the 

everdark edge of civilisation. But Rosa harbours her own suspicions. 

Her husband buried his first wife alone in the dead of night. He will 

not talk of it. Instead he gives her a small glass figurine. She does not 

know what it signifies. The villagers look on them both not only with 

suspicion - but dread. They whisper dark threats. There is an evil 

here - she can feel it. Alone and far from home, Rosa sees the 

darkness coming. She fears she will be its next victim . . . 

Michael Joseph | 07 February 2019 | 400 pp   

Rights sold: Germany (HarperCollins Germany), Poland (Wydawnictwo 

Literackie), Spain (HarperCollins Iberica) 
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THE WHISPER MAN 

Alex North 
Still devastated after the loss of his wife, Tom Kennedy and his son 

Jake move to the sleepy village of Featherbank, looking for a fresh 

start. But Featherbank has a dark past. Fifteen years ago a serial killer 

abducted and murdered five young boys. Until he was finally caught, 

the killer was known as 'The Whisper Man'. Of course, an old crime 

need not trouble Tom and Jake as they try to settle in to their new 

home. Except that now another boy has gone missing. And then Jake 

begins acting strangely. He says he hears a whispering at his window... 

Michael Joseph | 13 June 2019 | 400 pp  

Rights sold: Brazil (Distribuidora Record), Czech Republic (Albatros), Finland 

(Otava), France (Editions Du Seuil), Germany (Blanvalet), Greece (Harlenic), 

Hunagry (Gabo), Italy (Mondadori Libri), Lithuania (Sofoklis), Poland (Muza), 

Portugal (20|20 Editora), Slovakia (Albatros Slovakia), Spain (HarperCollins 

Iberica), The Netherlands (Ambo Anthos), US (Celadon Books) 

  

 
 

THE LIAR'S ROOM 

Simon Lelic 
Susanna Fenton has a secret. Fourteen years ago she left her identity 

behind, reinventing herself as a counsellor and starting a new life. It 

was the only way to keep her daughter safe. But everything changes 

when Adam Geraghty walks into her office. She's never met this young 

man before - so why does she feel like she knows him? Adam starts to 

tell her about a girl. A girl he wants to hurt. And that's when Susanna 

realizes she was wrong. She doesn't know him. He knows her. And the 

girl he plans to hurt is her daughter. 
Penguin | 09 August 2018 | 352 pp  

Rights sold: Germany (Bastei Lubbe), US (Berkley) 

 

 

 
THE BREAK LINE 

James Brabazon 
Officially, Max McLean doesn't exist. The British government denies all 

knowledge of the work he does. Max is sent to a military research 

facility to meet a former comrade-in-arms. There, he finds the bravest 

man he ever knew locked up for his own protection. His friend lost his 

mind during an operation in West Africa. The reason? Absolute mortal 

terror. Determined to find out why, Max embarks upon a perilous, 

breathtaking mission into the unknown that will call into question 

everything that he once believed in. Acting alone, Max lands in Sierra 

Leone with his friend's last words ringing in his ears: 'They're coming, 

Max. They're coming.' The Break Line is a debut dripping with 

authenticity and menace. Unputdownable and packed with irresistible 

set pieces and jaw-dropping plot twists, this is a thriller like no other.   

Michael Joseph | 26 July 2018 | 384 pp  

Rights sold: Spain (Ediciones B), US (Berkley) 
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PENGUIN RIGHTS DEPARTMENT 
 
 

Chantal Noel, Rights Director 

USA 

Email: cnoel@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk   

 

 
Sarah Scarlett, International Rights Director 

USA & Germany 

Email: sscarlett@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk    

 

 

Alex Elam, Head of Rights 

China, Italy, Brazil, Taiwan, Japan, Serial & Film 

Email: aelam@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk   

 

 

Catherine Wood, Senior Rights Manager 

France, Netherlands, Spain, Portugal & Latin America 

Email: cwood@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk    

 

 

Celia Long, Rights Manager (Illustrated Books) 

Colour books in all markets excl. US, Netherlands & France  

Email: clong@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk   

 

 

Lucy Beresford-Knox, Senior Rights Manager 

Scandinavia, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Baltics, Korea, 

Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia, Audio & Serial 

Email: Lberesford-knox@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk  

 

 

Elizabeth Brandon, Rights Executive  

Russia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Serbia, Slovenia, Croatia, Greece, Turkey, Israel, 

Arab World, India, ROW, Large Print & Serial 

Email: ebrandon@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk     

 

 
Ines Cortesao, Rights Assistant 

Condensation, Hardback reprint & Educational 

Email: icortesao@penguinrandomhouse.co.uk  
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PENGUIN SUB-AGENTS 

*non-exclusive 

Baltic States - ANDREW NURNBERG ASSOCIATES BALTIC 

PO Box 77, Riga LV 1011, Latvia 

Tel: +371 750 6495, Fax: +371 750 6494 

zoldnere@anab.apollo.lv    

 

Bulgaria and Serbia - ANDREW NURNBERG ASSOCIATES SOFIA 

jk. Yavorov bl. 56 - B, floor 1, ap. 9, Sofia 1111, Bulgaria 

Tel: +359 2 986 2819, Fax: +359 2 986 2819 

kamelia@anas-bg.com  

 

China – PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE (NORTH 

ASIA) 

B7, Jiaming Center, 27 East Third Ring Road North, Chaoyang District, Beijing 

100020, China 

Tel: +86 (0)10 8587 7750, Fax: +86 (0)10 8587 7506  

laura.xu@penguinrandomhouse.cn.com 

 

Czech and Slovak Republics - KRISTIN OLSON LITERARY AGENCY 

Klimentska 24, 110 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic 

Tel/Fax: +420 2 2258 0048/2042 

kristin.olson@litag.cz  

 

Hungary - ANDREW NURNBERG ASSOCIATES BUDAPEST 

Gyori ut 20, 1123 Budapest, Hungary 

Tel: +361 302 6451 

rights@nurnberg.hu   

 

Indonesia & Malaysia - MAXIMA CREATIVE AGENCY 

JL.Kelapa Puan 19 Blok AJ-4 No. 11, Gading Serpong - Tangerang 15810, 

Indonesia 

Tel: + 6221 5467 121, Fax: +62 21 5482 515 

santo.maxima@gmail.com  

 

*Italy - BERLA & GRIFFINI RIGHTS AGENCY 

via Stampa 4, 20123 Milan, Italy 

Tel: +39 (02) 8050 4179, Fax: +39 (02) 8901 0646  

berla@bgagency.it  
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*Japan - THE ENGLISH AGENCY (JAPAN) LTD 

Sakuragi Building 4F, 6-7-3 Minami Aoyama, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-0062, Japan 

Tel: +81 3 3406 5385, Fax: +81 3 3406 5387 

 hamish@eaj.co.jp  

 

*Japan – JAPAN UNI INC 

Tokyodo Jinbocho No. 2 Building, 1-27 Kanda Jinbocho 

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0051, Japan 

Tel: +81 (3) 3295 0301, Fax: +81 (3) 3294 5173 

miko.yamanouchi@japanuni.co.jp  

 

*Japan - TUTTLE-MORI AGENCY INC 

2-17 Kanda Jimbocho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0051, Japan 

Tel: +81 3 3234 4081, Fax: +81 3 3234 5249 

manami@tuttlemori.com  

 

Korea - ERIC YANG AGENCY 

3f. e B/D, 54-7 Banpo-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul 137-802, Korea 

Tel: +82 2 592 3356/7/8, Fax: +82 2 592 3359  

jackieyang@eyagency.com  

 

Poland - GRAAL LTD 

ul. Pruszkowska 29, 02-119 Warszawa, Poland 

Tel: +48 22 828 1284, Fax: +48 22 828 0880 

filip.wojciechowski@graal.com.pl 

 

Romania – SIMONA KESSLER INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT AGENCY 

Str. Banul Antonache 37, 70 000 Bucharest 1, Romania 

Tel: +40 2 1 316 4806, Fax: +40 2 1 316 4794 

marina@kessler-agency.ro  

 

Russia - ANDREW NURNBERG LITERARY AGENCY 

Apartment 72, Stroenie 6, 21 Tsvetnoy Blvd. Moscow 127051, Russia 

Tel: +7 495 625 8188 

ludmilla@lit-agency.ru 

 

Taiwan – ANDREW NURNBERG ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL LTD. 

Taiwan Representative Office, 8F, No. 129, Section 2, Zhongshan North Road, 

Taipei City 10448, Taiwan 

Tel: +886 2 2562 9008 Ext: 16, Fax: +886 2 2562 7712 

jchan@nurnberg.com.tw 
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Thailand & Vietnam – TUTTLE-MORI AGENCY (THAILAND) CO., LTD 

6th Floor, Siam Inter Comics Bldg, 459 Soi Piboonoppathum (Ladprao 48), 

Samsen Nok, Huay Kwang, Bangkok 10310, Thailand 

Tel: +66 (2) 694 3026, Fax: +66 2 694 3027 

pimolporn@tuttlemori.co.th 

 

Turkey – ONK AGENCY  

Turunç Sokak, Açar Villalari 10, Tarabya 34457 Istanbul, Turkey 

Tel: +90 212 241 77 00 Ext. 117, Fax: +90 212 241 77 31 

merveongen@onkagency.com 
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